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meeting.  Officers are asked to assume the same when introducing reports.

1 Membership 
The Panel is asked to note that Karen Constantine has joined the Panel in place 
of Dara Farrell.

2 Apologies and substitutes 

3 Minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 1 November 2018 (Pages 5 - 20)

4 Chairman's Announcements 

5 Verbal Update from Our Children and Young People's Council (OCYPC) 

6 Challenge Card Update (Pages 21 - 24)

7 Verbal Update by Cabinet Member (Pages 25 - 26)

8 Performance Scorecard for Children in Care (Pages 27 - 36)



9 Virtual School Kent Overview Report 2017 (validated results) and 2018 (un-
validated results) (Pages 37 - 72)

10 Young People missing from placement (Pages 73 - 82)

11 Life Stability report for Children in Care (Pages 83 - 106)

EXEMPT ITEMS
(At the time of preparing the agenda there were no exempt items.  During any such items 

which may arise the meeting is likely NOT to be open to the public)

Benjamin Watts
General Counsel
03000 416814

Monday, 21 January 2019

Please note that any background documents referred to in the accompanying papers 
maybe inspected by arrangement with the officer responsible for preparing the relevant 
report.



KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL

MINUTES of a meeting of the Corporate Parenting Panel held in Darent Room - 
Sessions House on Thursday, 1 November 2018.

PRESENT: Mrs A D Allen, MBE (Chairman), Mr T Byrne, Mr G Cooke, Mr T Doran, 
Ms S Dunstan, Mr D Farrell, Mrs L Game, Mrs S Gent, Ms S Hamilton, 
Mrs S Hammond, Ida Linfield, Mr G Lymer, Mrs S Prendergast, Ms N Sayer and 
Ms C Smith

IN ATTENDANCE: Mr M Dunkley CBE (Corporate Director for Children, Young 
People and Education), Ms J Carpenter (School Bursar and Project Officer, Virtual 
School Kent) and Miss G Little (Democratic Services Officer)

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS

107. Membership 
(Item 1)

1. The Panel was asked to note that Virtual School Kent apprentices, Tom Byrne 
and Chelsea Goodwin had joined the Panel and that Chloe-Elizabeth Mutton 
had completed her apprenticeship and had therefore left the Panel. 

2. It was RESOLVED that the membership change be noted. 

108. Apologies and substitutes 
(Item 2)

1. Apologies were received from Mr Roger Gough, Mr Michael Northey, Julianne 
Bayford, Andrew Heather and Sarah Vaux. 

109. Election of Vice-Chairman 
(Item 3)

1. Mrs Ann Allen (Chairman) proposed, seconded by Mrs Lesley Game that Ida 
Linfield be elected as Vice-Chairman of this Panel.

2. It was RESOLVED that Ida Linfield was elected Vice-Chairman to the 
Corporate Parenting Panel. 

110. Minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 19 September 2018 
(Item 4)

It was RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 19 September 2018 are 
correctly recorded and they be signed by the Chairman. There were no matters 
arising. 
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111. Meeting Dates 2019/20 
(Item 5)

It was RESOLVED that the Panel noted that the following dates had been reserved 
for its meetings in 2019/20:

Wednesday 29 May 2019                 
Thursday 25 July 2019                      
Tuesday 17 September 2019 
Friday 22 November 2019
Tuesday 18 February 2020               
Thursday 2 April 2020                       
Friday 29 May 2020                          

All meetings would take place at County Hall, Maidstone, and would commence at 
10.00 am

112. Chairman's Announcements 
(Item 6)

The Chairman informed the Panel that there were no announcements.

113. Verbal Update from Our Children and Young People's Council (OCYPC) 
(Item 7)

1. Sophia Dunstan (Participation Support Assistant, Virtual School Kent (VSK)), 
Tom Byrne (Participation Support Assistant, Virtual School Kent) and Jo 
Carpenter (School Bursar and Project Officer, Virtual School Kent), gave a verbal 
update on the work of the OCYPC, the Super Council and the Young Adult 
Council and forthcoming participation events. The text of these updates will be 
appended to these minutes. With Tony Doran, (Head Teacher of the VSK), they 
then responded to comments and questions from the Panel, including the 
following: 

(a) the October activity days held within the half term period saw a more positive 
turnout within East Kent compared to the activity days held in the West and 
North of Kent. This may have been due to the accessibility of the Turner 
Gallery which may have encouraged greater attendance, however VSK were 
pleased with the level of interest and participation from children in care across 
the county; and

(b) the Young Adult Council’s (YAC) Life Hacks booklet was produced to help 
support and prepare young people leaving care and offered a number of 
handy hints and recipes. Following comments from the Panel asking whether 
the booklet would be accessible at school libraries or universities, Ms 
Carpenter said that VSK would be happy to share the booklet and would 
welcome the prospect of publishing the booklet on the Kent County Council 
website. Mr Doran confirmed that one copy of the booklet could be distributed 
to each Kent school library.
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2. Mr Matt Dunkley (Corporate Director of Children, Young People and Education) 
commended the apprentices for their contribution at the Directorate Management 
Team training event which was well received by all staff. 

3. It was RESOLVED that the verbal updates be noted, with thanks.

114. Verbal Update by Cabinet Member 
(Item 8)

1. The Deputy Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and Education, Mrs 
Shellina Prendergast, gave a verbal update on the following issues: - 

Children in Care – to date there had been 1265 citizen Looked After Children 
which was a reduction from the 1500 five years ago. This number continued to 
decline over the last year and was relatively low in proportion to Kent’s 
population.  Indicators such as Placement Stability and stability of social workers 
also continued to improve. 

Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children (UASC) update - so far in 2018 
there had been 123 new arrivals, with 253 open cases of Unaccompanied 
Asylum-Seeking Children and 241 UASC Looked After Children. Whilst the level 
of those entering the system was evidentially lower than the levels recorded in 
2017, Kent’s UASC numbers had risen in recent months. Mrs Prendergast 
reported that Kent had1629 Care Leavers, 874 of whom were from a UASC 
background 

Virtual School Kent (VSK) Awards Ceremony - Mrs Prendergast and Mr 
Gough attended the recent VSK awards ceremony for older Children in Care and 
Care Leavers; Mr Dunkley and Mr Gough presented the awards. Mrs 
Prendergast commended the tremendous achievements in academic work, sport, 
community work and creativity.

2. It was RESOLVED that the verbal updates be noted, with thanks.

115. Challenge Card Update 
(Item 9)

1. The Chairman introduced the report and invited comments and questions from 
the Panel.

2. The Panel’s response to comments and questions was as follows: 

(a)Jo Carpenter (School Bursar and Project Officer, Virtual School Kent) said that 
the challenge around the Corporate Parenting Panel dates was in the process 
of being resolved. Virtual School Kent were reviewing different ways in which 
Panel Members could visit and meet children in a different environment as an 
alternative to children attending the Corporate Parenting Panel. 
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(b)Sarah Hammond (Director of Integrated Children’s Services East (Social Work 
Lead)) advised the Panel that work was in hand to expand the membership of 
the Recruit Crew, which attended and participated at interview panels for 
social workers, foster carers and adopters. To help young people to play a 
larger part in these panels, meetings would be scheduled to avoid school and 
college times. Caroline Smith (Interim Assistant Director, Corporate 
Parenting), as a supplement to this, said that a Working Group had been 
established and work was being undertaken in coalition with the Human 
Resources (HR) department to review the current recruitment arrangements 
and the practicalities of holding interview panels outside of school hours. It 
was key to ensure that the correct processes were in place to support young 
people’s involvement with the recruitment of staff. 

3. It was RESOLVED that the challenge card progress to date and actions taken to 
meet the challenge be noted. 

116. Performance Scorecard for Children in Care 
(Item 10)

1. Chris Nunn (Senior Management Information Officer, Children, Young People 
and Education) introduced the report that set out the Performance Scorecard for 
Children in Care and highlighted the key performance data and targets that 
needed to be monitored to promote the best outcomes for children and young 
people looked after by Kent County Council. 

(a)In response to concerns raised regarding the direction of travel, Mr Nunn 
confirmed that, regardless of how big or small an increase or reduction in 
performance may be, the direction of travel would reflect that trend. 
Therefore, whilst it was important to monitor the direction of travel, attention 
also needed to be paid towards the change in figures. Mr Nunn agreed to 
incorporate additional guidance notes in the report to clarify how performance 
was measured. In addition, Matt Dunkley (Corporate Director of Children, 
Young People and Education) agreed to revise the Children in Care 
Performance Report to include data on the direction of travel over a set period 
of time and identify ways to illustrate this. 

(b)With regard to caseload levels, Sarah Hammond (Director of Integrated 
Children’s Services East (Social Work Lead)) said that there had been a 0.2% 
increase due to the combination of newly qualified Social Workers and 
reduced caseloads in the first six months of their arrival. Ms Hammond 
confirmed that the newly qualified staff were not additional but they had 
replaced more experienced staff who had left the service. Other 
unprecedented circumstances such as children in care in court also impacted 
on performance measures as the number of children per family varied from 
case to case which may have prolonged the adoption process. Ms Hammond 
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was pleased to announce that the percentage of children leaving care who 
were adopted was 16.6%, which was above the target level of 15%. 

(c)Mr Nunn confirmed that the demographic breakdown for Kent’s Looked After 
Children included the cohort of Unaccompanied Asylum Seekers, a vast 
majority of whom were male. If that cohort were removed from the statistics, 
the data would reveal a very different picture. Mr Nunn agreed to circulate a 
revised report, excluding Unaccompanied Asylum Seekers, to the Panel 
Members as requested. 

(d)Caroline Smith (Interim Assistant Director, Corporate Parenting) said that a 
narrative was produced on a monthly basis which captured the movement of 
Children in Care. With regard to adoption figures, one child could cause a 
green rating to move into a red.  This may be due to the complex nature of a 
particular case whereby a child with a disability may require greater care, 
therefore impacting on the length of time it would take to find the correct 
family for that child. 

(e)Ms Smith confirmed that Kent was on track for the number of families who 
could be adopters. As of 2018 over 100 children had been placed with 89 
adoptive families. The National Adoption Week was held from 15th to 21st 
October to raise awareness and promote the benefits of becoming an 
adoptive family. Ms Smith was pleased to announce that it was a very positive 
campaign and Kent received a very good response. Kent was not struggling 
to find adoptive families and she assured the Panel that there was a very 
small cohort of children in care with disabilities which caused prolonged 
processes as it was essential that the right families were being matched to 
those children. Mr Nunn agreed to circulate to the Panel Members the 
adoption figures as requested. 

2. It was RESOLVED that the performance data in the Children in Care scorecard 
be noted. 

117. The Corporate Parenting Annual Report September 2018 
(Item 11)

1. The Chairman introduced the report that set out the work of the services for 
children and young people in the care of Kent County Council and informed the 
Panel that the report would be presented at the Full Council in December. 

2. Caroline Smith (Interim Assistant Director, Corporate Parenting) said that it was 
the first annual report that had been produced for the Corporate Parenting Panel 
that presented the work and achievements of Kent County Council’s key 
corporate parenting services. The report set out the commitments of Kent and 
was a useful tool for potential adoptive parents as it helped to promote a clear 
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positive message and provided them with the essential information regarding the 
recruitment, assessment and approval process.  

3. The Panel commended the report and the officers for their work. 

4. It was RESOLVED that the Corporate Parenting Annual Report 2018 be noted. 

118. Update on Mind Of My Own App for Children in Care and Care Leavers 
(Item 12)

1. Caroline Smith (Interim Assistant Director, Corporate Parenting) provided the 
Panel with an update on the delivery and implementation of the Mind Of My Own 
(MOMO) app and web-based application tool which had been designed to help 
young people to share their thoughts and feelings with professionals they worked 
with, whether this be Social Workers, Teachers or Independent Reviewing 
Officers. Training for professionals, facilitated by MOMO, took place across 
several dates in September and October and the results of the training saw an 
increase of usage in Kent; Ms Smith referred the Panel to the case examples 
within the report. 

2. Jo Carpenter (School Bursar and Project Officer, Virtual School Kent) assured 
the Panel that MOMO was not viewed as an alternative to any statutory 
requirements but rather another method of engaging children and young people 
and enhancing the professionals who worked with them. Since May 2018, usage 
had doubled within Kent, with 244 workers using MOMO and 280 young people 
having accounts, however, the next step was to work in coalition with other 
services to promote MOMO and further increase its usage. 

(a)The Panel asked whether Foster Carers encouraged children to use MOMO. 
Ms Carpenter said that Foster Carers were apprehensive as they did not 
understand how the tool would be used, although the feedback since the 
implementation and training of MOMO had been positive. The MOMO app 
started to be recognised as a useful tool for young people as it gave them 
instant access to their professionals and also allowed them to choose who 
they wanted to send their message to.

(b)In response to why the demographics reveal greater usage from females 
compared to males, Tom Byrne (Participation Support Assistant, Virtual 
School Kent) said that he did not feel that this was due to the accessibility of 
the app, it was a larger social issue that was inherent within the male 
demographic as they did not share their concerns as openly as the female 
society would. In addition, Matt Dunkley (Corporate Director of Children, 
Young People and Education) said that this was a management concern and 
the Directorate needed to look at alternative routes for the male users to 
ensure all voices were being heard. 
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(c)Ms Carpenter said that feedback from the professionals identified MOMO’s 
limitations, one of which was that the app did not have the facility of 
translation. This issue was fed back to MOMO and work was being done to 
rectify the problem. 

(d)The other limitation noted from the feedback was that MOMO did not have the 
facility for the worker to respond directly to the young person; the Professional 
would need to respond via an alternative method such as text message or 
email. Work was being done to look at whether a Kent County Council version 
of MOMO could be produced, however, this would need to be supported by 
external software which would require substantial IT infrastructure investment. 

3. It was RESOLVED that the progress of the roll-out of Mind Of My Own (MOMO) 
be noted. 

119. Independent Reviewing Service Annual Report 2017/2018 
(Item 13)

1. Tina Onuchuckwu (Independent Reviewing Officer, South East Kent) introduced 
the report that set out the performance of the Council’s Independent Reviewing 
Officer (IRO) Service for Children in Care from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018. 

2. Pritpal Sodhi (Independent Reviewing Officer, North West Kent) said that IRO 
caseloads had reduced over the year, which in turn provided more opportunities 
for IRO case oversight and scrutiny, including the completion of midway review 
meetings. The IRO Service also worked closely with Virtual School Kent (VSK) to 
support participation and activities for looked after children and young people 
including their attendance at looked after children council meetings. Work had 
also been undertaken in conjunction with VSK Apprentices on the following: 

 the re-design of the Kent Care Town website, 
 ensuring young people were involved in the recruitment of IROs; 
 the IRO Quality Assurance form was being reviewed to focus on key areas 

of the child’s placement and plan for permanence; and
 invitation letters to review meeting were being revised to ensure these 

were child centred and encouraged young people participation in the 
meetings

3. Sophia Dunstan (Participation Support Assistant, Virtual School Kent) provided 
feedback to the Panel on her experience with the IRO when in care and said that 
the Children in Care Council Meetings were focused on encouraging participation 
in reviews. The young people who provided feedback to her said that the IRO 
incorporated games into the meeting to make the young person feel more 
comfortable. Miss Dunstan would be in attendance at County Council in 
December to present the positive feedback. 

(a) In response to concerns raised regarding District teams failing to inform the 
IRO Service of children in need of an IRO within the specified timescale, Mr 
Sodhi said that a majority of District teams were not missing the three day 
target; instances where targets had been marginally missed were often 
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unprecedented, such as new staff who were not familiar with processes. The 
IRO Service had its own tracking system to monitor the number of children 
coming into the service and had the ability to monitor what stage that child was 
at in terms of the assessments they had undergone. Sarah Hammond 
(Director of Integrated Children’s Services East (Social Work Lead)) explained 
that the data would have captured the Unaccompanied Asylum Seeker cohort 
and agreed to generate separate data that looked at the number of children 
outside of that cohort who had been assigned an RIO. 

(b) Miss Dunstan said that the Children and Young People’s Council would not 
have sight of anonymised complaints as this would defy the purpose of the 
council which was to promote a positive impact for others. As a supplement to 
this, Jo Carpenter (School Bursar and Project Officer, Virtual School Kent) 
assured the Panel that if a young person had a personal issue, this would be 
referred to that child’s allocated Social Worker. 

(c) In response to concerns regarding the number of Unaccompanied Asylum-
Seeking children in London reaching the age of eighteen, Sarah Hammond 
(Director of Integrated Children’s Services East (Social Work Lead)) said that 
due to limited accommodation and resources in Kent during 2015-16, a 
majority of Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking children had to be placed in 
London. Work had been undertaken since then to ensure that asylum-seeking 
children remained within Kent. Ms Hammond agreed to circulate the figures 
showing the number of Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking children in local 
accommodation. 

4. It was RESOLVED that the Independent Reviewing Officer (IRO) Annual 
Report be noted. 

120. Children in Care with Education Health and Care Plans (EHCP) exclusions 
(Item 14)

1. Tony Doran, (Head Teacher of the Virtual School Kent (VSK)) introduced the 
report that provided an overview of the 2017-18 exclusions for Children in 
Care and highlighted some of the key findings around those children with an 
Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP). The data indicated that 11% (more 
than one in ten) students with an EHCP had experienced a Fixed Term 
Exclusion. Mr Doran said that escalation meetings had taken place between 
the Area SEN Manager, VSK Deputy Head, SENCO and the Area Children 
and Young People’s Service Manager to resolve complex cases and promote 
collaborative working. Further development work included training for Social 
Workers and Foster Carers on the SEN Code of practice and the appointment 
of a dedicated Senior Educational Support Officer to support Young People 
placed outside Kent. 

(a) In response to questions raised regarding the number of children allocated 
an EHCP, Mr Doran said that the data within the report was from young 
people who had all received an EHCPs. A majority of young people do not 
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gain an EHCP for their social or emotional mental health needs due to the 
attachment disorder associated with Children in Care, however, work was 
being done with SEN to develop appropriate specialist support for those 
young people who did not qualify for an EHCP. 

2. It was RESOLVED that the report be noted, and that Virtual School Kent be 
requested to provide an update to the panel in six months. 
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Thursday 1st November

Corporate Parenting Panel Update-

On behalf of the Children in Care Councils and Young Adult Council

Participation Team update:

Our Apprentice Chloe has completed her apprenticeship with us after 2years 
and has now moved on.   Chloe completed a level 3 Operational Delivery 
Apprenticeship and wants to continue to work with children and young people. 
She is now hoping to do a degree in Child Psychology. 

Tom Byrne and Chelsea Goodwin are now members of the Corporate Parenting 
Panel (along with Sophia and Reece,) which will give them a chance to come 
along more regularly. 

We are currently looking for a new apprentice to join our team. 

Super Council & OCYPC Updates:

The main focus of the October Children in Care Councils meetings was to 
understand the levels of participation in IRO meetings and whether there are 
any barriers for young people attending or chairing them. This is something our 
colleagues in the IRO Service have asked us to work on with them. 

So on the 26th October 2018 we held two Children in Care Council meetings – 
the Super Council and OCYPC in Maidstone. We wanted to understand how 
much the young people take part in their review meetings and how much they 
knew about them. We put together some activities to ask these questions. We 
were pleased to see the numbers of Council members who did participate 
actively in their Review Meetings. We will be reporting our full findings and 
young people’s suggestions back to the IRO Service at their upcoming IRO 
Practice meeting.
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OCYPC Extra:

On the 24th October we met with our OCYPC Extra in Thanet. We asked them, 
how can IROs increase engagement during review meetings. Young people had 
a really good discussion about this, and again we have some great points and 
ideas to take back to the IRO Service.

Young Adult Council – October 18 Meeting:

YAC members discussed the barriers to generally speaking up during any type 
of meeting.

- Lack of relationship with - it is much easier to speak up when you trust 
your IRO and it is important that young people know they are on the 
young person’s side

- Young people must be given ample opportunity to speak during the 
meeting, they may be nervous at the start of the meeting.

- Sometimes, young people can feel that they are being spoken ‘out’, not 
‘with’

- The large number of people at the meetings can be intimidating and 
make it harder to speak, especially if the young people do not know 
everyone present.  

- Sometimes, young people do not want to speak out if what they want to 
say is about someone present at the meeting 

- The location of the meeting can affect how much a young person will 
- Review meetings can be very long and ‘boring’.
- Lack of confidence to speak up especially if younger; nervous about 

saying the wrong thing, young people suggested others might panic in 
the meetings and clam up even though they have lots to say.

18+ Care Leavers Survey:

YAC have invited all care leavers to take part in the Care Leavers Service’s 
survey to help us find out how they feel about their experience of leaving care 
and look at where improvements can be made.

YAC were involved in writing the questions for the survey and we think that the 
idea of sending the survey about to young people by text message is a great 
idea. Young people can also access the survey via the Kent Cares Town 
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website. There is also a staff bulletin on KNet and in staff newsletters so we are 
hoping for a good response.

YAC Life Hacks Booklet:

We have brought along the Young Adult Council’s Life Hacks booklet to show 
you. After attending a Centrepoint Research Launch and reading their 
subsequent report and recommendations highlighting the challenges young 
people face when they leave care, YAC has had many discussions and 
suggestions to support and prepare young people for this change. One of the 
more light hearted ideas was to create this booklet, which is full of simple 
recipes, handy hints. We hope it provides a useful read for care leavers and for 
those young people who are approaching 18.

October Activity Days:

In the half term we held two Arts and Crafts Activity Days on either side of the 
county for Children in Care. The days had different art stations where they 
could take two pieces of their art home and entered their final piece for our 
annual art competition. This year the theme of the art competition is ‘Your 
hobbies and Interests’ and we have some great entries; which Sarah will be 
judging with the apprentices shortly.

EK Boy’s Group ‘Get on Board’:

The first session for the boy’s group will be taking place on Monday 5th 
November 2018 where boys ages 13-17 can come along and do a specific 
workshop over a 6-week programme which will focus on emotional, health and 
wellbeing. They will get the opportunity over the course to design & make 
their own Skate Boards to take home with them.  

Corporate Parenting Work:

Our work continues to help promote the idea to all KCC staff that they all have 
a responsibility to our children in care and young care leavers. We have run 
some focus groups to help us find out what young people understand by the 
term Corporate Parenting and what their expectations are. We are currently 
working with the Comms Team to produce some leaflets and guidance for 
young people, these will be ready soon and will be available for all children.
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We have also just met with the senior management team for Countryside, 
Leisure and Sport to discuss what their directorate could do to support our 
children and young people. They were very positive, and we have quite a few 
ideas to follow up. We will update with our progress with this at the next 
meeting.

APPG:

On Wednesday 24th October, Rob Barton, Jo Carpenter and Sarah Newman 
attended the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Looked After Children and Care 
Leavers (APPG) at Portcullis House in London.  The meeting was well attended 
and there were lots of young people who are currently in care or have past 
personal experience of the care system.  The session was titled ‘From Care to 
Careers: Care Leavers’ Roundtable on Employment’.  The speakers in the 
roundtable discussion, who are all care experienced, were:

 Christel Dee, presenter, writer and digital creative for the Doctor 
Who series

 Luke Elkins, film & TV production assistant and actor
 Ashley John-Baptiste, BBC Journalist
 Jenny Molloy, author, adviser and trainer

The members of the panel discussed their experiences of the care system and 
how this impacted their future careers, and what helped them become 
successful in their chosen fields.  Some of the key conclusions of the panel 
were:

 the importance of people who believe in the young person who has 
been in care and have high aspirations for them

 the need for exposure to inspiring environments outside of the young 
person’s own environment or locality 

 how the young person can use their experience of the care system as a 
positive, so that it demonstrates their resilience, perseverance etc

 the need to help young people develop contacts in their chosen field of 
employment

 how joining the local Children in Care Councils can help young people 
develop confidence and say what they think which can help them when 
they are looking for a job
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 the importance of the young person being persistent in following their 
career dreams

 how difficulties with housing can impede care leavers as they begin in 
employment

All the members of the panel were extremely inspiring.  As a Doctor Who fan, 
Rob was particularly interested in what Christel Dee had to say.  Since the 
meeting, we have made further contact with Cristal and are now looking 
forward to working with her in the future to write an article for the 16+ 
Newsletter about her experiences and career.

New Kent Cares Town Website:

Our newly refreshed and updated Kent Cares Town Website has now been 
launched. This was possible after many consultations with Young People telling 
us how they wanted their new website to look. We also have a Kent Cares 
Town App that young people can download from the App Store.

They were involved in the design with their drawings and information they said 
they wanted. The website consists of three different portals which contains 
relevant information for their age group and different stages in care. At the 
VSK Awards ceremonies which took place in September & October we showed 
the Young People what the website looks like and it was positively received.  

Please have a look at the website yourselves - Kent Cares Town. We are now 
looking at ways to make the website as engaging as possible to young people, 
so have decided that vlogs and blogs are the way to go rather than young 
people having to trawl through pages of text. The website can be read in 
different languages and it is enabled so you can Listen to it rather than reading 
it. It also works on all mobile devices.

VSK Post16 Awards Ceremony:

On Wednesday 17th October, Virtual School Kent held their fifth annual Post 16 
Awards Ceremony to recognise and celebrate the many and varied 
achievements of our young people.  As in previous years, lots of nominations 
were received and 88 awards were presented to young people, many of whom 
attended the Awards Ceremony.
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It was a fantastic evening with over 50 young people attending, supported by 
their friends, carers, social workers and personal advisers.  The event had a 
red, black and gold theme with red carpet, balloons, selfie photo booth, mini 
sports activities and a delicious buffet.   Everyone who attended, including 
Roger Gough, Matt Dunkley, Sarah Hammond and Caroline Smith, were blown 
away by the young people’s achievements.  The event also included an 
entertaining quiz about the Young Adult Council led by the VSK Participation 
Team (some tables were very competitive!) and a talk about the National 
Citizen Service by Ben Powell.

Awards presented at the ceremony included:

- Young people achieving excellent GCSE results 
- Bronze, Silver and Gold Awards for our Post 16 students 
- Young Adult Council members received recognition for their 

commitment to the Council 
- National Citizen Service Award
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People 
and Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 29 January 2019

Subject: Challenge Card Update

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with an overview of the progress 
made on the current challenge cards that our young people have 
made to KCC, in our role as Corporate Parents. 

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to 
NOTE the challenge card progress to date and to support the 
actions being taken to meet the challenge.

1. Previous Challenges - Rent Guarantor Scheme:

1.1 A challenge was issued by the Young Adult Council (YAC) initially in June 2017 – ‘if 
a young person over school leaving age decided to be fully independent and 
work full time paying their own rent, would KCC as a 'Corporate Parent' act as 
the young person's guarantor? 

1.2 It was agreed at Corporate Parenting Panel on 22nd March 2018, that KCC could act 
in the role of guarantor for our Care Leavers and that the proposal for a pilot scheme 
would be progressed.

1.3 The Care Leavers Service began a 12-month pilot starting on 1st July 2018 and 
is accepting applications from all eligible Care Leavers to a maximum of 25 young 
people.
Due to the potential financial risks involved in the pilot to KCC and considering the 
learning from Devon County Council, the pilot is initially on a small scale to minimise 
the risks. The aim will be to build the scheme in subsequent years, to be accessed by 
a larger cohort of young people and with a view to the learning underpinning a wider 
policy change later in 2019. A report will come to Corporate Parenting Panel upon 
completion of the pilot.

2. Previous Challenges – Interview Panel Timings:

2.1 A challenge card was received from our young people who are part of Kent County 
Council’s Recruit Crew in August 2018 – ‘For Kent County Council to review the 
timings of when interview panels are set and see if something could be done to 
better fit in with young people’s availability and schooling commitments to 
ensure that their participation isn’t disadvantaged.’
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2.2 Young people have advised they wish to get involved in helping shape the services 
they receive. One of the ways they can do this is to be involved in the recruitment 
and selection of Social Workers and other key staff. 

3. Challenge card progress

The following activities have taken place:

3.1 Rent Guarantor Scheme:

 To date, the 18+ Care Leaver Service currently has 15 young people, where KCC is 
acting as a Rent Guarantor.

 The Personal Advisor completes a Rent Guarantor application form with the young 
person who wishes to apply and completes a summary as to why they feel that the 
young person can hold a tenancy both emotionally, financially and has the skills to 
meet the requirements. A decision is then made as to whether the young person is 
able to meet the requirements to oversee their own accommodation. 

 Each agreement may be different, for many it will be for student accommodation, for 
others longer term agreements. The Personal Advisor, Team Manager and Head of 
Service will ensure that the risk is minimal for the young person. 

 We hope to achieve a ‘pilot’ of 25 cases before we formally review the scheme. Of 
the 15 current Care leavers 9 are female and 6 are male. The age range is between 
19 and 24 years. They have a range of background experiences and current 
circumstances. We have some at university, some in other forms of education, some 
in full-time employment, a couple of young parents and others combining study with 
part-time work. 

 The properties leased are both in and outside of Kent, supporting Care Leavers living 
in Leeds, Medway, Maidstone, London and Nottingham. 

 The scheme is proving very helpful for those Care Leavers in areas where access to 
any social housing is challenging.

3.2 Interview Panel Timings:

 A working group has now been established and is being led by Mark Thorn, Assistant 
Director for North Kent, who is the lead for Social Care staff recruitment. 
This group will include Human Resources to look at the best method to progress this 
challenge. The group are reviewing the current recruitment arrangements and the 
practicalities of holding interview panels outside of school hours and identify other 
areas where our children and young people can be involved with the recruitment of 
staff and development of future services. 

 The Chair of the Corporate Parenting Panel has reviewed the dates and timings of 
the Corporate Parenting Panel meetings for 2019 and has ensured there are as 
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many dates within school holidays as possible to enable our children and young 
people to attend the panel and meet their corporate parents.

 To further support this, our VSK Participation Team are facilitating further 
opportunities for service users to be trained on an accredited course, ‘Interview Skills 
for Service Users.’ This will give them further support and a greater understanding 
about what is required. A training session has been arranged in South Kent in the 
February school holidays to further increase the number of trained young people. 
Additionally, courses will run later in the year in other parts of the county.

 In October 2018, VSK apprentices, alongside young people supported by Headtstart, 
came together to deliver a training session for the Senior Leadership Team on Co- 
Production and how children and young people can be involved in the design of our 
future services. All staff made pledges of how they would involve our young people 
going forward and these included them being involved in the interview process for 
staff across the directorate. There was agreed commitment to ensure that wherever 
possible, interview panels would be scheduled to accommodate young people being 
able to use public transport to access the venue, be at a time that did not disrupt their 
education or employment and they would be consulted on prior to the process, to 
consider interview questions and format.  

4. New Challenges

4.1 There are no further challenges to present as of 29 January 2019.

Recommendation: 

Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the challenge card 
progress to date and to support the actions being taken to meet the challenge.

5. Background documents

None.

6. Contact details

Lead Officer
Caroline Smith 
Interim Assistant Director of Corporate 
Parenting
03000 415 091
Caroline.Smith@kent.gov.uk 

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services 
East (Social Work Lead)
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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By: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education.

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 29 January 2019

Subject: Verbal Update by the Cabinet Member 

Classification: Unrestricted

The Panel is invited to note verbal updates on the following issues:-

1. Change for Kent Children

2. Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children (UASC) update

3. Media interest in young people missing from care
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By: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People 
                                   and Education

Matt Dunkley CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young 
                                      People and  Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 29 January 2019

Subject: PERFORMANCE SCORECARD FOR CHILDREN IN CARE

Classification: Unrestricted

Electoral Divisions: All

Summary:

Recommendation:

The performance scorecard for Children in Care identifies the key 
performance data and targets that need to be monitored to 
promote the best outcomes for children and young people looked 
after by Kent County Council. The latest performance scorecard 
for November 2018 is attached to this report.  

Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE 
and COMMENT on the performance data in the Children in Care 
scorecard.

1. Introduction 

1.1 Performance scorecards have been developed to identify and monitor progress 
on a range of areas where improvements in performance and practice will lead 
to better outcomes for children and young people.

1.2 This report includes the latest Children in Care Scorecard which is for 
November 2018.  

2. Context

2.1 The Children in Care Scorecard has been developed to provide the Corporate 
Parenting Panel with an overview of the key performance measures for 
Children in Care. 

2.2 The report is split into sections and includes a range of performance indicators 
and activity information. 

2.4 The Children in Care Scorecard is currently focused on information provided by 
Children’s Social Work Services.  It is intended that performance reports from 
partners will also be shared with Corporate Parenting Panel so that 
performance issues can be further understood across organisations, resulting 
in improved outcomes for children and young people.
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3.    Summary of Performance – November 2018

3.1 The report contains key statistics and performance results against the targets 
for 25 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which are assessed using a 
Red/Amber/Green (RAG) Status.  

3.2   An additional KPI has been added to the November CIC Report which is “% 
Children in Care Plans rated as good or outstanding”.  This is an existing KPI, 
providing a qualitative measure of the quality of Care Plans.

3.3 Of the 25 KPIs included in the report, the RAG status for November 2018 is as 
follows:

 16 are rated Green – target achieved or exceeded
 9 are rated Amber – below target but above floor standard
 0 are rated Red – below floor standard

3.4 The CIC Scorecard submitted to the previous Corporate Parenting Panel on 1st 
November 2018 was for August 2018.  During the period between the two 
reports the RAG status of 4 KPIs changed.  Three of these KPIs achieved the 
Target, moving the RAG status from Amber to Green, and 1 KPI fell just below 
the Target, changing the RAG status from Green to Amber.  The detail of these 
changes is as follows:

3.4.1 Average number of days between court authority to place a child 
and the decision on a match.  Performance for this measure 
improved from an average of to 122 days in August to an average of 
119 days in November, achieving the National Target of 121 days and 
changing the RAG status from Amber to Green.  

3.4.2 % of Care Leavers in employment, education or training (of those 
we are in touch with).  Performance against this measure decreased 
by 0.02%, from 65.1% in August to 64.9% in November.  This is now 
just slightly below the Target of 65.0% resulting in a change in the RAG 
status from Green to Amber. 

3.4.3 % of CIC team posts filled by a KCC Permanent Qualified Social 
Worker.  Performance against this measure has seen a significant 
improvement, from 78.8% in August to 87.6% in November.  
Performance is above the 85.0% Target, changing the RAG status 
from Amber to Green.  The increase can be partly attributed to the 
intake of Newly Qualified Social Workers at this time of the year.

3.4.4 Average Caseloads of Social Workers in CIC Teams.  The average 
caseload has improved from 16.6 in August to 14.3 in November, 
achieving the Target of 15 and changing the RAG status for this 
measure from Amber to Green.

3.5   For the 9 KPIs rated as Amber an update on performance is provided below.

Five of these KPIs showed improved performance between August and 
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November 2018:
        

3.5.1 % of Children in Care for 18 months and allocated to the same 
Social Worker for the last 12 months.  Performance improved from 
47.7% to 53.7%.  This the highest performance achieved for this 
measure since October 2016 (54.9%).

3.5.2 CIC Placement Stability: % with 3 or more placements in the last 
12 months.  Performance improved slightly from 10.7% to 10.5% and 
remains slightly above the Target of 10.0%.   

3.5.3 CIC Placement Stability: % in same placement for last 2 years.  
Performance improved from 68.6% to 69.8% which is 0.02% below the 
Target of 70.0%.

3.5.4 % of Initial Health Assessment referrals within 5 working days of 
becoming looked after.  Performance improved from 82.8% to 87.5% 
continuing the trend of month-on-month improvements in the year-to-
date and achieving the highest rate of performance for this measure 
since reporting commenced in April 2015.  This is reflective of the 
ongoing work with colleagues in the NHS to improve the process of 
timely referrals for Initial Health Assessments.

3.5.5 % of Initial Health Assessments taking place with 20 working days 
(of a child/young person coming into Care).  Performance improved 
from 82.8% to 83.4%, which is close to the 85.0% Target.

The remaining four KPIs rated as Amber showed a decrease in performance
during this period.

3.5.6 % of CIC Foster Care in KCC Foster Care/Relatives & Friends 
Placements (excluding UASC).  Performance fell 1.0%, from 84.3% to 
83.3% but remains relatively close to the 85.0% Target.

3.5.7 % of CIC Placed within 20 miles from home (excluding UASC).  
Performance decreased by 0.02% from 76.8% to 76.6%. 

3.5.8 % of Returner Interviews completed within 3 working days for 
CIC.  Performance decreased by 0.01% from 74.3% to 74.2%.

3.5.9 % of Care Leavers in employment, education or training (for those 
that we are in touch with).  Performance decreased from 65.1% to 
64.9%, just below the Target of 65.0%.

4. Recommendations

4.1 Recommendations:  Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to 
NOTE and COMMENT on the performance data in the Children in Care scorecard.
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5. Background documents

None

6. Contact details

Lead Officer
Maureen Robinson
Management Information Service Manager
03000 417164
Maureen.Robinson@kent.gov.uk

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director, Specialist Children’s Services
03000 411488
sarah.hammond@kent.gov.uk
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Guidance Notes

The aim of this indicator is to achieve the highest number/percentage possible.

The aim of this indicator is to achieve the lowest number/percentage possible.

The aim of this indicator is to stay close to the target that has been set.

Children in Care Numerator

Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children Denominator

Becoming Looked After Special Educational Need

Other Local Authority Initial Health Assessment

Year to Date (April to March) Qualified Social Worker

Rolling 12 Months Independent Review Officer

Snapshot Placement Order

Annual Special Guardianship Order

Academic Year to Date (Sept to Aug) M Monthly Figure

http://kccbusiness/sites/FSCMI/SitePages/Contact%20Us.aspx 

R12 IRO

QSW

BLA

IHA

SEN

OLA

YTD

A green arrow indicates that performance has improved this month when compared to last month. 

Depending on the polarity of the indicator, an improvement in performance could either be a 

reduction or increase in numbers/percentage.

Denom

NumCIC

UASC

Key To Abbreviations

A red arrow indicates that performance has worsened this month when compared to last month. 

Depending on the polarity of the indicator, a worsening in performance could either be a reduction 

or increase in numbers/percentage.

An amber arrow indicates that performance has remained the same as last month.

To access the child level data underpinning the figures in this report or to request reports and/or analysis as a one off 

please log a request through the SCS Performance Management site:

Some of the performance indicators on the scorecard are measured using a Year to Date (YTD) approach - April to 

the end of the current month. For the first few months, it is advisable to treat the results of these indicators with a little 

caution as they are often based on a small cohort of children and therefore the percentages can be easily skewed.   

SGO

PO

Child Level Data and Ad hoc Requests

YTD Data

AC YTD

A

SS

Direction of Travel

RAG Ratings

Polarity

T

L

H

G

A

R

No RAG Rating
RAG ratings are not applied to activity based indicators.  Also, if the denominator is lower than 5 no 

RAG rating has been applied

Floor Standard achieved but Target has not been met: Floor Standards represent the minimum 

level of acceptable performance. Floor Standards are set in Directorate Business Plans and if not 

achieved must result in management action

A red rating indicates that the current performance is signficantly away from the target set: Target 

has not been achieved

A green rating indicates that the current performance has met the target that has been set: Target 

has been achieved

Produced by: SC SCS Management Information

Publication Date: 18/12/2018 CIC Performance Report - Nov 2018 Page 2 of 6
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% of CIC Cases which were reviewed within required timescales H SS 99.4% G 1,538 1,547 98% 99.3% 98.9%

% of Children who participated at CIC Reviews H R12M 96.6% G 4,001 4,140 95% 96.3% 95.8%

% of CIC for 18 months and allocated to the same worker for the last 12 months H SS 53.7% A 560 1,043 60% 52.3% 46.1%

CIC Placement stability: % with 3 or more placements in the last 12 months L SS 10.5% A 170 1,620 10% 10.5% 11.5% 10% *

CIC Placement stability: % in same placement for last 2 years H SS 69.8% A 397 569 70% 70.1% 71.0% 70% *

% of CIC Foster Care in KCC Foster Care/Rel & Friends placements (exc UASC) H SS 83.3% A 888 1,066 85% 83.4% 84.9%

% of CIC placed within 20 miles from home (exc UASC) H SS 76.6% A 968 1,264 80% 77.1% 78.4%

CIC Per 10,000 population aged under 18 (exc UASC) SS 40.7 1,354 333,045 40.2 42.9 57.8 **

Number of Kent CIC SS 1,620 1,582 1,759

Number of OLA CIC placed in Kent L SS 1,345 1,347 1,327

% of CIC for 18 months and allocated to the IRO for the last 12 months H SS 74.1% 773 1,043 74.7% 68.1%

% becoming looked after within 24 months of previous episode L YTD 13.4% 66 494 14.2% 12.6%

% Open to Youth Offending Services L SS 2.1% 34 1,620 2.4% 2.2%

% in P&V placements L SS 6.4% 103 1,620 6.9% 5.3%

% of Kent CIC Placed Outside of Kent (exc Medway) SS 7.7% 124 1,620 7.9% 7.8%

% of Kent CIC Placed Outside of Kent (inc Medway) L SS 14.3% 232 1,620 14.3% 14.4%

No. of current CIC with a permanent exclusion this academic year L AC YTD 1 0 0

No. on a part-time timetable L SS 7 6 24

% of CIC for at least 12mths and aged 16-18 at month end with Education Status of NEET L SS 19.2% 74 386 19.1% 15.5%

% looked after continuously for 12 months with an SEN Statement or Support/EHCP L SS

% of EHCPs Issued within 20 weeks for EHCP referrals made while child was CIC H AC YTD

% of IHA referrals within 5 working days of becoming looked after H R12M 87.5% A 365 417 90% 86.7% 85.1%

% of Initial Health Assessments taking place within 20 working days H R12M 83.4% A 356 427 85% 82.2% 73.5%

% of Health assessments held within required timescale H SS 96.2% G 1,224 1,272 85% 95.7% 88.8% 89.4%**

% of Dental Checks held within required timescale H SS 94.8% G 1,206 1,272 90% 94.8% 88.5% 83.4%**

% of CIC who turned 18 during the month with a health history completed H SS 100.0% G 17 17 100% 100.0% 97.1%

SDQ Average of Questionnaires Completed Since 1st April (for Current LAC) L YTD 14.0 7,481 533 14.0 13.8

Ave. no of days between bla and moving in with adoptive family (for children adopted) L R12M 349.7 G 33,573 96 426.0 349.4 351.7 593****

Ave. no of days between court authority to place a child and the decision on a match L R12M 119.5 G 11,110 93 121.0 120.2 123.2 190 ***

% of Children leaving care who were adopted (exc UASC) or made subject to an SGO H R12M 16.5% G 99 599 15.0% 16.3% 16.9% 14%****

% where: 8 weeks from 'adoption being made the Care Plan' to 'Agency Decision to adopt' H R12M 85.9% 85 99 84.0% 86.6%

% of sibling groups that were placed together (where the plan was to place them together) H R12M 80.5% 33 41 79.5% 84.6%

% of CIC with a current Agency Decision, not Placed for Adoption L SS 3.6% 58 1,620 3.7% 3.1%

% who ceased to be Looked After who became subject to a SGO H R12M 4.4% 37 832 4.1% 4.1%

% who ceased to be Looked After who became subject to a SGO (exc. UASC) H R12M 6.2% 37 599 5.9% 8.0%

% of Returner Interviews completed for CIC H R12M 90.7% G 1,105 1,218 85% 90.5% - -

% of Returner Interviews completed within 3 working days for CIC H R12M 74.2% A 904 1,218 85% 74.2% 78.2%

Number CIC with Missing Episode started in the month L M 82 89 96

Number of CIC missing episodes started in the month lasting longer than 48 hours M 27 18 16

Complaints made by CIC (or on their behalf) during the month L M 3 2 11

% of Care Leavers in suitable accommodation (of those we are in touch with) H R12M 92.9% G 1,366 1,470 90% 93.4% 94.4% 92.2%**

% of Care Leavers in employment, education or training (of those we are in touch with) H R12M 64.9% A 954 1,470 65% 64.8% 65.8% 58.6%**

% of Care Leavers with a Pathway Plan updated in the last 6 months H R12M 94.8% G 1,491 1,573 90% 95.0% 91.8%

% of Care Leavers we are in contact with (inc UASC) H R12M 87.2% G 1,464 1,679 85% 87.1% 89.7% 90.6%**

% of Current Care Leavers with a Staying Put Arrangement H SS 5.0% 83 1,649 5.6% 4.3%

% of CIC Care Plans rated good or outstanding H R12M 79.9% G 2980 3731 75.0% 79.4% 69.7%

% of CIC team posts filled by KCC Permanent QSW (exc Fostering & Adoption) H SS 87.6% G 100.8 115.0 85% 88.4% 85.9%

Ave Caseloads of social workers in CIC Teams (District Teams Only) L SS 14.3 G 1,557 108.7 15.0 14.6 15.6

Ave Caseloads of IROs L SS 61.8 G 1,620 26.2 70.0 60.4 64.0

* indicates national figures from 2016/17 (LAIT)

** indicates national figures from 2016/17 (DfE Statutory returns)

*** ALB Return 2016/17

**** Statistical First Release 2016/17

Data not available due to new system implementation
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Age Female Male Grand Total Disability* Female Male Grand Total

0 25 31 56 Autism or Asperger's syndrome 11 56 67

1 10 23 33 Behaviour 11 38 49

2 13 7 20 Communication 9 18 27

3 8 9 17 Consciousness 8 10 18

4 8 9 17 Hand Function 1 1 2

5 9 11 20 Hearing 4 7 11

6 20 22 42 Incontinence 4 10 14

7 16 20 36 Learning 26 49 75

8 21 27 48 Mobility 14 12 26

9 33 44 77 Personal Care 4 7 11

10 31 48 79 Vision 4 8 12

11 41 52 93 Other DDA 7 14 21

12 49 57 106 None 572 863 1435

13 45 64 109

14 59 83 142

15 71 105 176 UASC? Female Male Grand Total

16 92 173 265 Yes 15 251 266

17 77 207 284 No 613 741 1354

Grand Total 628 992 1620 Grand Total 628 992 1620

Nationality Female Male Grand Total Ethnicity Female Male Grand Total

Afghanistani 1 72 73 A1 - White British 529 626 1155

Albanian 1 17 18 A2 - White Irish 1 2 3

Bangladeshi 1 1 A3 - Any other White background 23 50 73

Belgian 1 1 A4 - Traveller of Irish Heritage 1 1

British 581 690 1271 A5 - Gypsy/Roma 6 7 13

Chad 1 1 B1 - White and Black Caribbean 10 18 28

Chinese 1 1 2 B2 - White and Black African 4 7 11

Czech 5 5 B3 - White and Asian 7 7 14

Egyptian 8 8 B4 - Any other mixed background 19 9 28

Eritrean 7 59 66 C1 - Indian 4 4

Ethiopian 2 2 C2 - Pakistani 0

German 1 1 C3 - Bangladeshi 1 1

Ghana 1 1 C4 - Any other Asian background 4 35 39

Guinean 4 4 D1 - Caribbean 1 1 2

Indian 1 1 D2 - African 12 85 97

Iranian 28 28 D3 - Any other Black background 2 1 3

Iraqi 2 24 26 E1 - Chinese 1 1 2

Irish 1 3 4 E2 - Any other ethnic group 6 138 144

Ivorian 1 1 E4 - Information not yet obtained 2 2

Kuwaiti 1 1 Grand Total 628 992 1620

Latvian 5 1 6

Lithuanian 1 6 7

Nepalese 1 4 5

Nigerian 4 4

Not recorded 10 7 17

Polish 5 5

Portugese 2 1 3

Sierra Leone 2 2

Slovak 4 10 14

Slovenian 1 3 4

South African 1 1

Sri Lankan 1 1 2

Sudanese 16 16

Syrian 3 3

Turkish 1 1

Vietnamese 4 11 15

Grand Total 628 992 1620

Demographic Breakdown for Kent LAC as at 30/11/2018

*  If a child has more than 1 disability recorded they will be counted more than once in the table

Produced by: SC SCS Management Information
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Referrals

Trend Graphs

* Data between Sep 2013 and Mar 2014 is not available as reporting was suspended due to the implementation of a new system.

** An exercise was undertaken to re-open closed cases with care leaver status in 2016 reporting year, therefore, these figures do show an increase
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Data source: VSK. Figures shown are number of children

Multiple Attendance Factors November 2018

Multiple Attendance Factors October 2018

Key: 
CSE  Child Sexual Exploitation PA  Persisent Absence RTT  Reduced Timetable
Exclusions figures include children with temporary suspensions

Education Factors for Kent LAC as at 30/11/2018 and comparison with previous month

Produced by: SC SCS Management Information

Publication Date: 18/12/2018 CIC Performance Report - Nov 2018 Page 6 of 6
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From:            Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and Education.

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People and 
Education.

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 29 January 2019

Subject: VIRTUAL SCHOOL KENT OVERVIEW REPORT 2017 (VALIDATED 
RESULTS) AND 2018 (UN-VALIDATED RESULTS)

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This overview report provides Members with an outline of the impact and 
priorities for the Virtual School Head Teacher 

Recommendation: The Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to NOTE and COMMENT on the 
impact of the Virtual School in relation to its performance and endorse its 
priorities for 2018-19.

1. Introduction

1.1 This report summarises the achievements and impact of the Virtual School Kent (VSK) 
through the academic years 2016-17 and 2017-18 in relation to Children in Care and their 
education. 

1.2 Data is presented on key issues and outcomes across Key stages and Not in Education, 
Employment and Training (NEET) figures.  

1.3 Information on participation and engagement is evidenced as well as notable successes 
during this period.  

2. Executive Summary

2.1 The 2016-17 academic year was an extremely successful one for VSK students. The year 
saw unprecedented national changes in educational assessment, yet the majority of our 
students made good or better progress throughout the academic year. It also saw the best 
Key Stage 2 outcomes for our young people since the DfE changed the assessment 
methodology to first entry only in 2013. Furthermore, the Virtual School has evidenced a 
continued positive trend in reducing 16-18-year olds that are Not in Education, 
Employment or Training (NEET) and 10 young people successfully gained entry to their 
chosen universities which indicates a 43% increase on 2017. 

2.2 The latest data evidences that academic year 2017-18 has also been a successful year 
despite having a significantly more vulnerable cohort. At Key Stage 2 although 
attainment levels this summer have fallen this is due to the level of need of this cohort. It 
is important to note that the 2018 Year 6 cohort had a very high level of need in relation 
to SEN – 41.3% of the children had an EHCP (with additional children in process of 
statutory assessment) compared to 23% in 2017. Additionally, 30% of the cohort were 
educated in specialist provisions compared to just 8.2% in 2017. Despite this Reading, 
Writing and the Combined Reading Writing and Mathematics were still all broadly in line 
with the National Average for Children in Care. In addition, this cohort made more 
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progress than the 2017 cohort and more progress in Reading and Writing than Children 
in care nationally and in the South East Region. At Key Stage 4, Kent outperformed both 
National and South East averages for Progress 8 (P8) outcomes. Results for the 2018 
Year 11 cohort, although un-validated, evidences significant gains against last year’s 
performance with 16.6% achieving English and Maths at level 4 or above i.e. a 
percentage change of +6.45% on 2017 and a 2.2%-point improvement on those 
achieving a stronger pass at Level 5 over the previous year.

2.3 There have been a multitude of success stories this year, evidenced at our Annual Awards 
Ceremony held at the Kent County Cricket Ground in Canterbury. The Virtual School 
received well over 400 nominations in 2017-2018 making it our most successful year ever. 
In addition to the usual awards around contribution both academically and within the 
community this year we saw our first young person crowned a World Champion at Karate 
and one of our young people becoming a published author and illustrator.

2.4 The Virtual School has significantly developed participation and engagement this 
academic year. A Young Adults Council (YAC) has seen further development, Our 
Children and Young People’s Council (OCYPC) continues to strengthen, whilst for our 
youngest age group our junior council (“Super Council”) goes from strength to strength. In 
addition to this 2018 has seen the introduction of OCYPC Extra a mobile approach to our 
Children in Care Council. In the last 12 months, the Participation Team has worked and 
engaged with 351 Children in Care and Care Leavers, 185 of these have attended two or 
more events. An increase of 28.6% on the numbers the team worked with in 2016/17.

2.5 Although 2017-2018 has been an extremely positive year for our Children in Care and 
young care leavers, we want all our young people within the Virtual School to continue this 
journey of improvement and our support in 2018-19 will reflect this ambition.

3. Conclusions

3.1 VSK has made significant contribution to positive outcomes for Kent Children in Care 
during this period and this was evidenced in the academic and NEET data. Based on 
analysis of the data in this report and changes in the educational climate, VSK’s priorities 
for 2018-19 are as follows: -

 Continuing drive on improving academic outcomes. Particular focus on KS4 where the 
biggest gap exists. 

 Developing systems alongside the assessment changes that came in around 
Achievement and Progress 8 which includes the development and implementation of the 
one system Liberi PEP.

 Relentless drive on securing opportunities to transition our young people from NEET to 
EET with a target of getting below 10%.

 Particular focus on our young people who are placed Out of Authority (OOA) and Young 
people with SEND ensuring progression is maximised and drift is eradicated.

 Development of an academic assessment tool to enable accurate profiling of need when 
a young person enters care.
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4. Background Documents

4.1 Appendix 1 – Virtual School Kent Overview Report for 2017/18 

5.      Recommendations:

5.1    Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE and COMMENT on 
the impact of the Virtual School in relation to its performance and endorse its priorities for 
2018-19

6. Contact Details

6.1 Lead Officer
Tony Doran

  Headteacher, Virtual School Kent  
Tony.Doran@kent.gov.uk 

  
6.2 Lead Director

Sarah Hammond
Interim Director, Specialist Children’s Services
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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1. Executive Summary
1.01. The vision for the Virtual School (VS) is that all our Children in Care (CIC) 

achieve expected or better than expected levels of progress and that the 
difference between their achievement and non-CIC is diminished. This will be 
achieved through working at a strategic and operational level within the local 
authority and with the many partners of schools, health, voluntary sector, 
members, carers and young people. 

1.02. The work of the Virtual School falls into three categories:

 Operational support for children and young people through effective locality 
team support 

 Training for multi-agency professionals, elected members and carers

 Tracking, monitoring and evaluating outcomes and practice, identifying and 
securing service improvements.

1.03. The Virtual School has grown to include CIC beyond the statutory schooling 
age of 5-16 and we aspire to be a 0-25 years’ service. We are already 
including Early Years and 16-18-year olds and have extended the Care 
Council to 21-year olds. 

1.04. Regarding attainment, the latest validated results (2017) were extremely 
positive. The Key Stage 2 Year 6 cohort size of Children in Care 12 months or 
greater in 2017 was 75. Data indicated excellent outcomes in that they attained 
in line or above with National Averages in all indicators and performed overall 
better than the South East Average. This was despite 19 (25%) of this cohort 
having a Health and Care Plan (EHCP). The 2018 Year 6 cohort had a very 
high level of need in relation to SEN – 41.3% of the children had an EHCP.  
Additionally, 30% of the cohort were educated in specialist provisions 
compared to just 8.2% in 2017.

1.05. The Key Stage 4 Year 11 cohort size of Kent’s Children in Care 12 months or 
greater in 2017 was 167. There were 60 UASC within the cohort (36%). Kent 
outperformed both National and South East averages for Progress 8 (P8) 
averages.   This is despite 30 (18%) of the cohort having a statement /EHCP.  
The 2018 Year 11 cohort although un-validated evidences significant gains 
against last year’s performance with 16.6% achieving English and Maths at 
level 4 or above i.e. a percentage change of +6.45% on 2017 and a 2.2%-point 
improvement on those achieving a stronger pass at Level 5 over the previous 
year.

1.06. The Key Stage 5 cohort for academic year 17/18 commenced in September at 
588 rising to 639 by the end of the year, of this figure 265 were 
USAC.(Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children) At the start of the academic 
year 15% were classed as NEET (Not in Education Employment or Training) 
The figure varies throughout the year this is linked to the increase number of 
USAC arriving and young people dropping out of education particularly around 
the spring term. This academic year did see the lowest figure recorded for 
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KCC CIC aged 16-18 years of age at 13.8%. Throughout the year the number 
of young people classed as missing or not known remained very low in 
comparison to previous years in October the figure was 1 it rose to 4 in 
February and reduced back to 1 by the end of the academic year. The main 
barriers to being in education, employment and training are mental health 
issues, refusing to engage and limited access to ESOL provision.

1.07. Persistent Absence has seen a 2%point reduction and is now in line with 
National Average and 1% below that of the South East Average. We have also 
evidenced a significant reduction of 35% in our young people placed on a 
reduced time table (RTT) and positive activity regarding Fixed Term Exclusions 
(FTEx) with a 6.5% reduction over the past 3 years.  In addition, there have 
been no Permanent Exclusions (PEx) for the past 4 years.

1.08. The Virtual School has significantly developed participation and engagement 
this academic year. A Young Adults Council (YAC) has seen further 
development, Our Children and Young People’s Council (OCYPC) continues to 
strengthen, whilst for our youngest age group our junior council (“Super 
Council”) goes from strength to strength. In addition to this 2018 has seen the 
introduction of OCYPC Extra a mobile approach to our Children in Care 
Council In the last 12 months, the Participation Team has worked and engaged 
with 351 Children in Care and YCLs, 185 of these have attended two or more 
events. An increase of 28.6% on the numbers the team worked with in 
2016/17.

1.09. Other significant developments include embedding the process of the 
Challenge Cards; a system where our young people can challenge their 
Corporate Parents and responsible officers, and these are discussed at the 
Children in Care management meeting and at Corporate Parenting Panel 
(CPP). The responses are formalised and fed back to our young people via the 
Young Adults Council. This Challenge Card approach has proven incredibly 
successful over the past year and has led to the reintroduction of the No Black 
Bin Bag Policy, The Rent Guarantor Scheme and ensuring key meetings and 
interviews are more inclusive in terms of timings for young people’s 
engagement. Ensuring our young people play a part in recruitment and training 
has been a priority with the development of the Recruitment Crew and a series 
of training events. Ten young people have been involved so far this year in 35 
interview panels and 10 ‘Skills to Foster’ panels. The VS has also trained and 
accredited 16 Young people via the Lazer award ‘Service User Recruitment’.

1.10. There have been a multitude of success stories this year, evidenced at our 
Annual Awards Ceremony held at the Kent County Cricket Ground in 
Canterbury. The Virtual School received well over 400 nominations in 2017-
2018 making it our most successful year ever. In addition to the usual awards 
around contribution both academically and within the community this year we 
saw our first young person crowned a World Champion at Karate and one of 
our young people becoming a published author and illustrator.

1.11. Research from the Sutton Trust* and the Rees Centre** indicates there are key 
‘risk factors’ which have an impact on our children’s attainment and progress in 
school. We have used Pupil Premium Plus funding to focus on aspects that 
have the biggest impact on these areas i.e. promoting Literacy, reducing risk of 
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exclusion, supporting emotional well-being/mental health, increasing 
attendance, improving social relationships and transition. As a result, the 
amount spent on each child varies, led by need; during 2017-2018 Pupil 
Premium Plus funding was spent with good impact and no money returned to 
national government.

1.12. Undoubtedly 2017-2018 has been a positive year for our Children In Care and 
we want to continue this journey of improvement in outcomes for them. The 
ambitions and aspirations of the Virtual School are closely linked within our 
Service Improvement Plan 2018-20 in that:

 The Virtual School will continually monitor its structure ensuring high quality 
support and value for money within the national context of austerity.

 The Virtual School will sustain its relentless drive on raising the progress 
and achievement of our Young people and fully utilise educational planning 
to achieve this.

 The Virtual School will continue its drive to reduce the number of Young 
people not engaged in Education, Employment or Training (NEET).

 The Virtual School is looking to increase its digital footprint with involving 
our Young people in the development of Kent Cares Town and other digital 
media projects including MOMO(Mind of my Own). 

 The Virtual School with develop and implement a new electronic -Personal 
Education Plan (e-PEP) with a one system approach within the social care 
portal Liberi.

*       https://www.suttontrust.com/about-us/education-endowment-foundation/

** http://reescentre.education.ox.ac.uk/research/educational-progress-of-looked-after-   
children
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2. Demographics

2.01. At the end of June 2018, academic year 2017-2018, the Virtual School had 
responsibility for 1807 Children in Care and Care Leavers.  There are 55 children 
at Early Years Foundation Stage (Pre-school to Reception), 1102 in Years 1-11 
and 650 in Years 12 and 13 (16-18-year olds). The demographic profile of our 
looked after children (LAC) remains broadly unchanged; 64% of compulsory 
school age Children in Care are of secondary school age, the majority being 14 
years old and over. The profile of our Year 12 and 13s has altered; the 16+ data 
indicates a total cohort of 588 at the start of the academic year (356 less than 
2017), of which 265 (45%) are UASC.

2.02. Ethnically the profiles of our Children in Care are predominantly White British 
(86%) in relation to the compulsory school age cohort. The other significant 
cohorts are African at 3.18%, any other White background 4.32% and a cohort 
classified as other ethnic group at 6.9%. 

2.03. Geographical dispersal of our Children in Care of compulsory school age remains 
dis-proportionally in East Kent with 37%, South Kent 28%, West Kent 10%, North 
Kent 12% and 9% placed out of county of which 3% in Medway. 

2.04 We currently have 302 (27%) Children in Care of statutory school age who have a 
statutory statement of special educational needs or an Education Health and Care 
Plan (EHCP)

2.05 77% of our Children In Care of compulsory school age are in schools rated by 
Ofsted as Good or outstanding (15%-Outstanding). 9% are in schools rated as 
Requires Improvement (RI) and 1% in schools rated Inadequate. This is an 
improvement on 2017. The young people in the last two categories are closely 
monitored and are receiving a good education. There are a further 3% who are 
currently not on a school role for a multitude of reasons such as currently being 
assessed at a reception centre, missing, awaiting specialist SEN provision and 
complex needs.
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3. Attainment

Latest Validated Outcomes Summer 2017 (Published SFR  March 2018)  

Key Stage 2

RWM* READING WRITING TA MATHS GPS

Cohort
 

≥ Exp


High
Avg.

SS

< Exp

 
≥ Exp


High

 
≥ Exp


GDS

Avg.
SS


< Exp

 
≥ Exp


High

Avg.
SS


< Exp

 
≥ Exp


High

National (CLA) 3000 32.0% 1.0% 99.4
54.0% 45.0%

9.0% 48.0% 6.0% 99.3
53.0% 46.0%

7.0% 101.3
49.0% 50.0%

12.0%

Local Authority (all schools) 16797 64.6% 9.4% 104.8
24.8% 74.4%

27.5% 80.4% 18.9% 104.3
23.5% 75.6%

22.8% 105.7
23.0% 76.1%

29.7%

Local Authority (state-funded) 16553 64.7% 9.4% 104.8
25.0% 74.6%

27.4% 80.7% 19.0% 104.2
23.5% 75.9%

22.8% 105.7
23.1% 76.4%

29.8%

Virtual School 75 35.6% 0.0% 99.9
53.3% 46.7%

9.3% 52.1% 2.7% 100.0
53.3% 45.3%

9.3% 101.0
46.7% 50.7%

8.0%

3.01. 35.6% of Kent CIC achieved the Expected level in Combined at the end of KS2. 
This figure indicates the gap between CIC and All Learners has reduced.  Kent 
CIC outperformed South East average for CIC in every single attainment indicator 
and the National average for CiC in all indicators except mathematics at end of 
KS2.

3.02. Outstanding Progress in reducing the gap between Kent CIC and National All 
Learners in the significant Combined Measure to just 29% which is a 24 percent 
improvement for Kent CIC on last year.

3.03. Reduction of the gap between Kent CIC and All Learners Nationally in Writing – 
this is now only at 28.3%. Historically this has been a weaker subject area for CIC 
and indicates targeted work has reaped results.

3.04. Kent CIC achieved 3.6% higher than the CLA National Progress scores in the 
Combined measure.

3.05. Kent CIC beat the National CLA Progress figure in every indicator except for 
maths, which it is broadly in line with. However, a higher percentage of Kent CiC 
achieved the higher maths boundary (working at Greater Depth within the 
expected Standard – GDS).
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Key Stage 4

Overall English Maths EBacc Other

Cohort
Prog.
Cov.

Avg. KS2
Fine Lvl

Avg.
At8

Score

Avg.
Pr8

Score
Conf.

Int.

Avg.
Att.

Score

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int.

Avg.
Att.

Score

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int.

Avg.
Att.

Score

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int.

Avg.
Att.

Score

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int.

National (CLA pupils) 5,010 77% 3.0 19.3 -1.18  ±0.04 4.2 -1.30  ±0.05 3.8 -0.96  ±0.04 4.5 -1.14  ±0.05 6.8 -1.27  ±0.05

LA (all schools) 17,074 85.6% 4.0 44.3 -0.13  ±0.02 9.1 -0.21  ±0.03 8.2 -0.15  ±0.02 12.4 -0.17  ±0.02 14.6 -0.03  ±0.02

LA (state-funded schools) 15,407 94.1% 4.4 46.3 -0.11  ±0.02 9.8 -0.19  ±0.03 8.9 -0.14  ±0.02 12.5 -0.14  ±0.02 15.2 -0.01 ±0.02

Virtual School 167 54.5% 2.1 15.6 -1.09  ±0.25 3.2 -1.32  ±0.32 2.9 -0.97  ±0.29 3.2 -1.19  ±0.30 6.2 -0.91  ±0.29

3.06. Kent CIC’s Average P8 (Progress 8) Measure was -1.09 and the National CLA 
(Child Looked After) figure was -1.18. This negative score indicates the difficulties 
that our children nationally face in making progress from the end KS2 to end KS4. 
However, Kent CIC made more progress than CIC nationally. This progress figure 
was most positively affected by our children’s achievement in ‘Other’ subjects eg 
the Arts.

3.07. Over 20% of Kent CIC achieved a 4 or above in English GCSE and 16% of Kent 
CIC achieved a 4 or above in Maths GCSE

3.08. Notable individual successes were achieved despite considerable barriers – for 
example:

 One UASYP achieved 5 A*-C including English and Maths despite being in the 
country for only approximately 2 years. 

 One special school student (SEMH with ASD and Learning difficulties) 
achieved 4 GCSE passes. 

 One student in Sevenoaks achieved a 4 or above in English and Maths - as 
well as 5 A*-C including English & Maths. She has gone on to study at College.

 One student at the WK PRU achieved 2 GCSEs and a BTEC PASS despite 
being placed at home and needing intensive support.

Key Stage 5

EET to NEET INDICATOR 

Year Total yp NEET % % change

2015-16 894 38.2 -

2016-17 949 17 -56

3.09. Year on year improving trend in reducing young people who are NEET
3.10. A significant percentage change of 56% in reducing young people who are NEET 

from 2015-16 to 2016-17.
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3.11. VSK Apprentice Participation Worker achieved a 4 in Maths GCSE this summer 
plus a Level 2 apprenticeship in Business administration – and is now working 
towards a Level 3 in Operational Delivery
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4. Attainment Summer 2018 (Un-validated)
4.01. Due to the timing of this report only un-validated outcomes are available 

(validation occurs in March 2019). However, the National Centre Examination 
Results (NCER) has released its data early (November 2018) which is extremely 
accurate.

4.02. Outcomes for Key Stage 2 CIC showed a decline in attainment in all performance 
indicators in 2018 except Reading. In 2018 the proportion of CIC who achieved 
the expected standard in Reading, Writing and Mathematics combined was 34.8% 
compared with 37.3% in 2017. The attainment gap of 32 percentage points shows 
a widening compared with the attainment gap of 27.4 percentage points in 2017.

4.03. In Reading 49.3% of CIC achieved the expected standards compared with 45.3% 
in 2017. This is an attainment gap of 27.8 percentage points compared with 29.1 
percentage points in 2017 evidencing a narrowing of the gap.

4.04. In Writing, 48.5% of CIC achieved the expected standard compared with 52.6% in 
2017. The attainment gap widened to 33.3 percentage points in 2018 compared to 
the attainment gap of 28.1 percentage points in 2017.

4.05. The proportion of CIC who achieved the expected standard in Grammar, 
Punctuation and Spelling was 39%, compared with 49.3% in 2017. The attainment 
gap in 2018 is 37 percentage points which is wider than the attainment gap of 27 
percentage points in 2017.

4.06. In Mathematics, 38.8% of CIC achieved the expected standard, a gap of 36.8 
percentage points. In 2017 45.3% of CIC achieved the expected standard in 
Mathematics with an attainment gap of 31.2 percentage points.

4.07. It is important to note that the 2018 Year 6 cohort had a very high level of need in 
relation to SEN – 41.3% of the children had an EHCP (with additional children in 
process of statutory assessment) compared to 23% in 2017. Additionally, 30% of 
the cohort were educated in specialist provisions compared to just 8.2% in 2017.

Key Stage 2 Progress Summer 2018

READING WRITING MATHS

Cohort
CLA 

Matches
Avg. KS1
Pt Score Cover.

Prog.
Score ≥0

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int. Cover.

Prog.
Score ≥0

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int. Cover.

Prog.
Score ≥0

Avg.
Prog.
Score

Conf.
Int.

NCER National (CLA) 2,440 100.0% 12.5 91.8% 49.6% -0.12 ±0.25 93.9%
49.7%

-0.70  ±0.23 91.6%
48.0%

-0.66  ±0.23

DfE Region - South East (CLA) 320 100.0% 12.6 89.0% 46.0% -0.75  ±0.70 91.0%
48.0%

-0.76  ±0.66 89.0%
44.0%

-1.16  ±0.64

Virtual School - Kent 67 100.0% 11.8 86.6% 53.4% -0.01 ±1.54 91.0%
44.3%

-0.35 ±1.44 86.6%
44.8%

-1.30 ±1.40
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Key Stage 2 Benchmark Summer 2018
RWM* READING WRITING TA MATHS GPS

Cohort
CLA 

Matches
 

≥ Exp


High
Avg.

SS

< Exp

 
≥ Exp


High

 
≥ Exp


GDS

Avg.
SS


< Exp

 
≥ Exp


High

Avg.
SS


< Exp

 
≥ Exp


High

NCER National (CLA) 2,440 100.0% 35.0% 2.0% 101.0
48.0% 51.0%

14.0% 50.0% 6.0% 99.7
51.0% 47.0%

8.0% 101.0
49.0% 50.0%

14.0%

DfE Region - South East (CLA) 320 100.0% 33.0% 3.0% 100.6
49.0% 48.0%

13.0% 49.0% 6.0% 99.5
52.0% 45.0%

7.0% 99.6
55.0% 41.0%

12.0%

Virtual School - Kent 67 100.0% 34.8% 4.5% 101.9
44.8% 49.3%

17.9% 48.5% 7.6% 100.2
55.2% 38.8%

10.4% 99.8
55.2% 38.8%

10.4%

Headlines

4.08. Although attainment levels this summer have fallen this is due to the level of need 
of this cohort. It is important to note that the 2018 Year 6 cohort had a very high 
level of need in relation to SEN – 41.3% of the children had an EHCP (with 
additional children in process of statutory assessment) compared to 23% in 2017. 
Additionally, 30% of the cohort were educated in specialist provisions compared to 
just 8.2% in 2017.

4.09. Despite this Reading, Writing and the Combined Reading Writing and 
Mathematics were still all broadly in line with the National Average for Children in 
Care.

4.10. The percentage of our young people achieving the higher standards is above the 
National and regional average in all indicators except GPS.

4.11. In addition to this this cohort made more progress than the 2017 cohort and more 
progress in Reading and Writing than Children in care nationally and in the South 
East Region.

Key Stage 4 Progress Benchmark Summer 2018
Progress 8 9-5 EBacc Entry

Cohort
CLA 

Matches Attainment 8 Cov.
Avg.

Score
Conf.

Int.
EBacc

Eng. LL
EBacc
Mat. E&M Entry APS

EBacc
Slots

Other
Slots

Triple
Sci.

≥2
Lang.

NCER National (CLA pupils) 2780 100.0% 24.7 92.1% -0.93  ±0.05 21.5% 15.4% 10.0% 12.0% 1.96 2.0 2.1 6.9% 0.5%

DfE Region - South East (CLA) 420 100.0% 23.6 86.9% -0.93  ±0.13 20.7% 15.0% 8.8% 11.9% 1.89 1.9 2.1 4.8% -

Virtual School - Kent 120 100.0% 22.8 75.0% -0.89  ±0.26 16.7% 15.0% 10.0% 12.5% 1.80 1.9 2.2 7.5% 0.0%
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Indicator English at 
Grade 4 or 
above

English at 
Grade 5 or 
above

Maths at 
Grade 4 or 
above

Maths at 
Grade 5 or 
above

English 
and 
Maths at 
Grade 4 
or above

English 
and Maths 
at Grade 5 
or above

% Achieved  20.9 16.7 21.5 15 16.6 10

2016-17 % 
Achieved 

20 10 16 7.8 10.15 not measured 
last year

% change 
on last year

+4.5 +67 +34.4 +92 +63.5 n/a

variation +/- 
on last year

+0.9 +6.7 +5.5 +7.2 +6.45 n/a

Headlines

4.12. Second year of new performance measures with additional changes so no year on 
year comparison available for all indicators.  

4.13. Second year running where Kent Children in Care are making better progress 
than Children in care Regionally and Nationally.

4.14. Attainment in Maths, and English and Mathematics combined at Grade 5 and 
above, is in line with the National Average for Children in Care.

4.15. Attainment is up in all Key Stage 4 indicators on last year. English Grade 5 and 
above is up 10.6% on 2017, with Mathematics seeing an 8.4% improvement. 
English and Mathematics combined also saw a 2.2% improvement on 2017.

4.16. It is also pleasing to report that similar improvements were evidenced in the 
standard GCSE pass grade Level 4 seeing an improvement in English of 
0.9%,5.5% in Mathematics and a 6.45% improvement in English and Mathematics 
combined.

4.17. It is also pleasing that we saw a 5% improvement in the former indicator of 5 
GCSE Passes (Level 4+) including English and Mathematics.

4.18. This has been achieved despite nearly 30% of the eligible cohort being comprised of 
UASYPs and 23.3% of the eligible cohort having an EHCP, with 16% in specialist 
provision

4.19. 23.3% of Citizen Learners achieved English and Maths at Level 4 or above; 18% of 
Citizen Learners achieved 5 A*-C (or 4) including English and Maths

4.20. If those with a finalised EHCP are taken out of the equation, 21.3% of the eligible cohort 
achieved English and Maths at level 4 or above – and 16.4% achieved 5 A*-C (or 4) 
including English and Maths
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Post 16 NEET to EET
Year Total yp NEET % % change

2015-16 894 38.2 -

2016-17 949 17 -56

2017-18 593 13.8 -19

Headlines

4.21. Year on year improving trend in reducing young people who are NEET
4.23. A significant percentage change of 64% in reducing young people who are NEET 

from 2015-16 to 2017-18.
4.24. 20 Kent Care Leavers currently attending University 

National School Instability Index 2018

4.25. A positive story for Kent Children in Care:-

 Kent had levels of single year school instability 2pp lower than the national 
average and 2pp lower than its regional average. It is 2pp lower than its 
stability Index neighbours. 

 Kent had levels of repeated school instability 1pp lower than the national 
average and 2pp lower than its regional average. It is 2pp lower than its 
stability Index neighbours.
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5.Attendance and Exclusion Trend Breakdown
5.01. The definition of persistent absence has changed from the 2015/16 academic 

year. Pupil enrolments missing 10 or more percent of their own possible sessions 
(due to authorised or unauthorised absence) are classified as persistent 
absentees. The information presented for years prior to 2015/16 has been 
produced using the same methodology in order to allow users to make 
comparisons on a consistent basis over time.  The percentage of looked after 
children classified as persistent absentees has remained steady over recent years 
from 10.1% in 2013 to 10.0% in 2017. Persistent Absence for Kent CIC has shown 
a 1.3% percentage point decline since 2015/16 with Kent outperforming the South 
East in persistent absentee rates and closing the gap with the rates of Persistent 
Absence in CIC in England. Therefore, Children in Care are classified as in line 
with National Average for Children in Care

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

2013/14 2014/2015 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
ENGLAND 10.1 8.9 9.0 9.1 10.0
SOUTH EAST 10.7 10.4 10.6 10.3 10.3
Kent 8.9 10.7 11.3 9.3 10.0

Percentage of Looked After Children Classed 
as Persistent Absentees 

Pe
rc

en
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ge

5.02. Attendance has been carefully monitored across the 17/18 academic year with 
multiple factors highlighted through the use of Venn Diagrams.2017-18 saw a 
slight increase in Persistent Absence (PA) of 0.7% but the rise was in line with the 
national picture where our young people are in line with the National Average

5.03. LAC on reduced time tables (RTT) have been carefully monitored across the 
academic year, Venn diagrams have been used to highlight the multiple factors 
which impact upon this cohort’s attendance. The number of LAC on RTT has 
shown a reduction across the year from a high in March of 32 to 21 at the end of 
the academic year a reduction of 35%.  
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Exclusion

13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
0

2

4

Number Permanent 
Exclusion

Permenant Exclusion Kent LAC 2013 - 
2018

Academic Year

N
um

be
r o
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ns
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nc

es

Ac. Year ‘09/10 ‘10/11 ‘11/12 ‘12/13 ‘13/14 ‘14/15 ‘15/16 ‘16/17 ‘17/18

  
0.36% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

% 
Permanent 
Exclusion

1% 0.90% 0.54% 0.39% 0.39%
  

5.04. 2017-18 marks the third full academic year without any permanent exclusions. 
This is a real success story for out young people and could not happen without 
positive working relationships with schools and key Kent services.
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5.05. Fixed term exclusions across the entire cohort over the past five years have 
shown a steady decrease over time with the number of days lost to fixed term 
exclusion reducing by 3.5% last year.
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6. Participation & Engagement Academic Year 
2017/18
6.01. The Participation & Engagement Team sit within the Virtual School Kent and 

comprise of a Care Leaver Participation Support Assistant and six Care 
Experienced Apprentices whose apprenticeships and work streams are line 
managed and supported by VSK’s Participation and Engagement Manager who 
has lead responsibility. 

6.02. In January 2018, 2 Participation Support Officers were appointed to support the 
increasing participation work streams and take on project work that required a 
higher skill set to ensure that the Participation Strategy is firmly embedded in 
working practices of the Directorate.

6.03. Since the team’s conception in September 2012, VSK has supported or are 
supporting 18 Apprentices to undertake Level 2 and/or 3 apprenticeships in 
Business & Administration and in studying Functional Skills Level 1 or 2. In 2017, 
the level 3 Operational Delivery qualification was considered a more relevant 
qualification for senior apprentices and this apprenticeship has been taken up by a 
VSK apprentice who is due to complete the qualification in October 2018. Three 
further VSK apprentices are now studying for this qualification. In the past year, 
two younger apprentices who are still in care have been recently appointed as 
they have had a more recent experience of the care system, and although they 
require more support than older care leavers, the value they add to the team is 
worth the additional time and assistance they require.

6.04. One day each week is set aside to allow the apprentices to study and complete 
coursework in a supportive environment. This programme allows VSK to ensure 
that the apprentices gain a good qualification and have a better chance at finding 
employment in the future. Also, as care leavers themselves, they often have gaps 
in their education and their apprenticeship enables them to gain the necessary 
qualifications in Maths, English and ICT that they may not have achieved when 
they were at school or college. The opportunity is also given for English and Maths 
at GCSE level if appropriate and one apprentice has undertaken both GCSEs 
during their apprenticeship in 2017 and 2018.

6.05. On completion of their level 2 qualification, apprentices, if assessed as suitable, 
are offered the opportunity to remain with VSK and continue their apprenticeship 
to Level 3 or are supported into finding alternative employment. Future 
destinations are positive and varied, one previous apprentice is now successfully 
working as a Social Work Assistant in the Adolescent Support Team, where 
another moved on to work in an administrative role with the Looked After Children 
Nursing Team. During the final months of their apprenticeship, a big emphasis is 
placed in supporting the apprentice to ensure they secure further employment.

6.06 In October 2017, the VSK Participation and Engagement Manager was 
recognised for their work ensuring the voice of the child is heard and was awarded 
the 2017 Fostering Partnership Award.
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Quote from the Head of Fostering:

‘This award goes to a member of staff from VSK, who has provided 
extensive support to the Fostering Service and our children and young 
people over the last year. This has involved arranging participation events, 
supporting our young apprentices and supporting the VSK Awards. For this 
member of staff, nothing is too much trouble, everything is done with such 
warmth and enthusiasm. Often working additional hours and over 
weekends, totally focused on ensuring children and young people have a 
voice and participate in events across the county. It is a privilege to work 
with her and be able to showcase her commitment to the children in our 
care.’

Kent’s Children in Care Councils:

6.07. VSK have responsibility for developing and supporting Kent’s Children in Care 
Councils. The councils now comprise of 3 groups of Children and Young People:

 YAC (Young Adult Council) for Young People aged 16-21 
 OCYPC (Our Children & Young People’s Council) for those aged 11-16 
 Super Council a group established in early 2016 for younger children aged 

7-11

         
                                                                                        
6.08. The Councils provide an essential forum for Children in Care and Care (CiC) and 

Young Care Leavers (YCLs) to speak up and affect change in the care system. 
The younger councils meet on a regular basis in the school holidays and YAC 
meets in the evening every month.

6.09. Membership of YAC is growing, and the young people combine social activities, 
life skills sessions (e.g. CV writing, cooking on a budget and basic first aid) with 
more formal meetings. Some of the things they have contributed to so far this year 
has been the Care Leaver 18+ Service Local Offer, they have been involved in 
some project work looking at the stigma and stereotypes that young people feel 
can be associated with being in care and have worked to produce a ‘Life Hacks’ 
Booklet full of recipes, hints and tips on living independently. They also organised 
and participated in a charity fund raiser in October 2017 ‘A Virtual Triathlon’ 
raising funds for a local mental health charity.

6.10. The OCYPC is well established and continues to grow in membership. It has a 
diverse, strong core membership. It has a constitution written by the council 
members, with the addition of a Pledge agreed by their Corporate Parents to 
support the work of the Councils. They supported the work of the Life Long Links 
Project and assisted the Family Group Conferencing Service by sharing their 
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views and giving input into various documents where their contribution was 
recognised nationally by the Family Rights Group.

6.11. In early 2018, the OCYPC was able to expand and set up an additional group 
‘OCYPC Extra’. This is a ‘mobile’ children in care council group that was 
developed in response to requests from some young people that it was difficult to 
travel to Maidstone for meetings. ‘OCYPC Extra’ will set up meetings wherever 
there is a cluster of young people who want to join the Council. This has been 
particularly successful in Thanet which was previously a harder to reach area. 
Plans for the remainder of the year include replicating a similar group in South 
Kent. 

6.12. The Super Council for younger members was set up as a ‘feeder’ group for the 
OCYPC. Meetings are activity based, with the emphasis on fun. Children have 
however expressed their views on feelings on matters such as their Personal 
Education Plans and what additional support they need at school, and what 
makes a good foster carer. The Super Council have worked hard on the 
development of the updated Kent Cares Town website and have contributed to 
the design and content of the Primary aged portal.

6.13. All three Councils have been involved in helping design the Young Person’s 
section of the Liberi PEP Portal. They fed back their views about the existing 
ePEP and have worked alongside the Participation Team to produce age 
appropriate sets of questions that they feel children and young people would like 
to be asked about their education and learning.

6.14. The apprentices within VSK facilitate these groups with the support and 
guidance of the senior members of the Participation Team.  Members of all three 
council groups have attended the Corporate Parenting Panel on occasion and 
have spoken directly to Senior Officers and Elected Members about their 
involvement.

6.15. Work has begun to ensure the views of our Out of County Children are also 
represented, and a priority will be given to this cohort of children and young 
people in 2018/19.

Number of Children in Care Council Members: 2017/18
YAC 17
OCYPC 29
Super Council 24

Number of CICC Members by Year:
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
8 members 7 members 16 members 20 members 31 members

2016 2017 2018
58 members 60 members 70 members

6.16. CICC Countywide Event - Every year VSK’s Participation Team holds a 
celebration event for their three Children in Care Councils. The day is to recognise 
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and celebrate the achievements each council group has made throughout the 
year. It’s also a day for the Corporate Parents to meet the young people and hear 
first-hand their views, opinions and fresh ideas about the care they receive from 
Kent County Council. This year, the event took place in August at Oakwood 
House, Maidstone and was attended by 30 Children in Care, 8 Corporate Parents 
and staff members from the Young Lives Foundation and VSK’s Participation 
Team.  The team was also delighted to welcome members of Medway’s Children 
in Care Council and some other CIC who were interested in finding out more 
about the councils to see if they wanted to join.

The theme of the day was for the young people to explore Kent County Council’s 
role as their corporate parent.  For many of the young people, this was the first 
time they had heard or had the opportunity to discuss the term ‘corporate parent’, 
the idea of which has been in the spotlight since the Department for Education 
published the statutory guidelines for local authorities, ‘Applying Corporate 
Parenting Principles to looked-after children and care leavers’ in February 2018.  
They were asked to consider what qualities and attributes they felt were important 
in their corporate parents and share these with the Participation Team and the 
other members of staff present, ranking a series of ideas suggested by the 
Apprentices who work in the Participation Team and adding their own suggestions. 
They also gave examples of when someone in their role of ‘corporate parent’ has 
supported them particularly well and made a positive difference to their lives.  

Their ideas will now be collated, shared with other staff in KCC and form the basis 
for a document for young people explaining what a corporate parent is and how 
these people support children and young people in care in Kent.  The session was 
then closed by Caroline Smith – Interim Assistant Director for Corporate Parenting.  
The event also gave young people the opportunity to meet other children in care 
and have fun by taking part in team building activities with Kent County Council 
staff.  

6.17. Challenge Cards: The development of the concept of a ‘Challenge Card’ has 
been very successful. Children in care and Care leavers are able to ‘challenge’ 
their Corporate Parents on various issues that that they face whilst in care or upon 
leaving care. The challenge Cards are a formal way of making sure that all 
children and young feel they have a voice and that their experiences can affect 
changes in service delivery in a positive way.
A lot of work has been undertaken in 2017/18 as a result of the Challenge Cards, 
four significant ones being:

6.18. YAC Triathlon: For Senior staff, Members and Corporate Parents to support the 
upcoming YAC charity fundraiser 'Virtual Triathlon to Calais' by attending the 
event and helping to raise sponsorship.

6.19. Bin Bag Policy: When leaving foster care, young people still often have to pack 
up all or some of their belongings in black sacks when they move to live 
independently or semi-independently. This can make them feel particularly 
worthless at what already could be a difficult time for them. It was also thought the 
use of black sacks could signify that they are portrayed as ‘rubbish’ and of little 
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value. YAC and OCYPC would like their Corporate Parents to agree to a ‘no bin 
bags’ policy and to ensure that all young people are provided with a suitcase or 
appropriate containers for moving home to enable them to pack up their 
belongings.

6.20. Rent Guarantor Scheme: If a young person over school leaving age decided to 
be fully independent and work full time paying their own rent, would KCC as a 
'Corporate Parent' act as the young person's guarantor if they rented privately?

6.21. Life Long Links: Having heard about the need for children and young people in 
care to feel as “Connected” to their support network as others do in their families, 
How will you as their Corporate Parents give this opportunity to all children in care 
going forward?

6.22. Children and Yung People have advised how pleased they have been with Senior 
Officers responses to their Challenges. They have felt that the process is taken 
seriously, and their Challenges are considered in a fair and positive way.

Participation Activities, Events and Forums: 
6.23. In 2017/18, the Participation Team has been able to increase the ways it is 

engaging and interacting with children and young people. As well as our long-
standing activity days, we are also now offering focus group sessions run on a 
termly basis, and more events and opportunities for young people to get involved 
and have a say in their futures and help make positive changes. 

6.24. In the last 12 months, the Participation Team has worked and engaged with 351 
Children and young people, 185 of these have attended two or more events. An 
increase of 28.6% on the numbers the team worked with in 2016/17.

6.25. Activity Days - VSK run Participation Activity days during every school holiday. 
The objective of these days are to provide a fun, safe environment for children and 
young people to meet other CIC and Care Leavers, establish friendships, and get 
the opportunity to hear about the importance of participation and how important it 
is for them to have the opportunity to voice their views and opinions. The 
Participation Team use these days to introduce other opportunities to participate 
like the children in Care Councils and interviews panels whilst engaging with the 
children and young people in an enjoyable setting.
Between September 2017 and August 2018, 19 activity days were held in the 
school holidays. This year priority has been given to young people who have 
never attended an activity day before. Ideas for activity days are developed in 
response to feedback from young people via evaluation forms completed after 
each event and covered a wide range of activities including performing arts, 
gliding, water sports, cookery, outdoor pursuits and arts and crafts. The 
Participation Team has also helped organise and support events and 
activities like Family Fun Days arranged by the District C I C  Social Care Teams, 
the Disabled Children’s Team and the Adoption Service.
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Feedback from Young People:

 

  

Feedback from Foster Carers:

“My child had just come into care. It was so wonderful for her to meet others in the same 
position and talk! She made friends and just loved the day”

“It gives the children the opportunity to make friends in similar situations as themselves, 
gives them a sense of feeling important in a non-judgemental way in a safe confidential 
way. They have fun and learn new skills”

“Both children often refuse to TRY! when we are present, so leaving them with other 
children with the same worry of new things gave them reassurance that feeling was 
normal. They tried everything and they both said how proud they were of themselves”

“She attended her first one. She was delighted. She is the only child in her school in care 
and has no one to talk to of her age. We support at a home but it’s not the same. She was 
so bouncy afterwards and feels she’s not the only one!”

“The activity days out are great as they are well planned and organised. I always feel 
confident leaving my children with VSK workers. I also must mention the welcome my 
child who was an unaccompanied child felt. We managed to get him and another boy 
linked up and they both truly enjoyed the activities. Which brings me to the opportunities - 
my children have met people they would only see on TV! ie Paul Carter. They are 
beginning to understand who runs what and why. They know who is accountable and who 
to go to for help. Keep up the brilliant work!”

6.26. I’m Worth it Programme – In February 2018 the Participation Team implemented 
the ‘I’m Worth It’ programme which was run over six weekly evening sessions at 
Canterbury College hair and beauty department. Each session consisted of an 
informative session provided by the Looked after Children Nurses and 
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commissioned agencies followed by a hair and beauty treatment. It was also 
supported by the Fostering Service and the sessions were greatly enhanced by 
the attendance of one of the Foster Carer Ambassadors.

The participants were females aged between 12-17 who had been identified as 
particularly vulnerable, at risk of child sexual exploitation, lonely, NEET or at risk 
of becoming NEET. Participants were identified by Management Information. 

The aim of the programme was to empower the participants and increase their 
self-esteem whilst providing useful and practical information around subjects such 
as drugs, alcohol, healthy relationships and mindfulness. 

The outcomes of the programme were very positive. The evaluations showed that 
all participants reported a dramatic increase in their self-esteem and the 
knowledge and ability to keep themselves safe. Friendships were also made 
between peers within the sessions. 10% of participants said they would 
recommend the programme to others and enjoyed both the informative talks and 
the treatments they received. 

Another positive outcome was how the programme influenced the participants’ 
future career and education choices. One participant who had previously not been 
in education for some time has since applied and been accepted to study hair and 
beauty at a local college. The participant’s Social Worker and Foster Carer believe 
this success was wholly due to the young person participating in the ‘I’m Worth It’ 
programme. 

After the success of the pilot programme, the Participation Team are now planning 
to run the programme in different areas of Kent for males as well as females.

6.27. Talent Showcase and Stigma -In June 2018, the team organised a Talent 
Showcase in which young people in care demonstrated their talents to an 
audience made up of members of the Children in Care Councils, foster carers, 
members of Kent County Council staff and Elected Members.  The aim of the 
Talent Showcase was to dispel some of the myths and stigma associated with 
being in care and demonstrate just how talented young people in care in Kent 
really are.  It was intended to compliment the VSK Awards Ceremonies held 
annually in which children and young people’s educational achievements are 
celebrated.  

The young people felt it was important that the event showcased the varied 
strengths and achievements of children in care, demonstrated their individuality 
and showed their potential for success. They wanted to challenge the negative 
stereotypes around children in care and care leavers, the lack of positive and 
accurate representations of children in care in the media and low expectations of 
what children in care can achieve.  Together with the Apprentice Participation 
Workers, the Young Adult Council contributed to a film for the Showcase to 
highlight this negative labelling, challenge prejudice and show that children in care 
are not one homogenous group with a pre-determined future.  This film is now 
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available to share with other members of Kent County Council staff who work with 
young people in care or foster carers.  

6.28. Focus Groups - During 2017/18, the Participation Team has set up a programme 
of focus groups which take place once during each academic term in different 
parts of Kent.  These groups allow Members, KCC and other organisations 
working in the care sector, such as the Young Lives Foundation and Looked After 
Children Nurses, to gather the views of children and young people in care about 
changes and developments which will affect them or others in care.  
Recent meetings have focused on the redevelopment of the Kent Cares Town 
Website, the Advocacy Manager at YLF consulted with a group of young people 
prior to the redesign of their advocacy literature given to children and the Pupil 
Premium Select Committee where able to meet with children and young people in 
a relaxed and informal environment.
These groups allow even more children, including those who for whatever reason 
do not attend the Children in Care Councils, to participate and have their say on 
matters important to them and other young people in care.   

Communications:

6.29. MOMO - Mind of My Own (MOMO) is an app that makes it easier for children and 
young people to structure their thoughts, say what they want to say to 
professionals and get their voice heard. It encourages young people to think about 
what is going well in their lives, what they are worried about and what they would 
like to happen to make their lives better.  Young people have the opportunity to 
prepare for a meeting or worker visit, share good news or report a problem among 
other options. MOMO has been commissioned in Kent since 2017. 

The Participation Team has taken the lead on training members of staff including 
Social Workers, Independent Reviewing Officers and Personal Advisors at various 
locations around Kent.  The Participation Team have also begun attending foster 
support groups around Kent to introduce and further promote MOMO to foster 
carers so they can support their young people to use the app as well as 
introducing young people to the app at Children in Care Council meetings and 
during activity days.  The Team has produced literature to share with a range of 
audiences including workers, foster carers and young people. 

Usage of MOMO continues to rise across Kent whilst response to the app has 
been positive. As Kent approaches the 300th MOMO statement sent, the 
Participation Team is determined to further promote this innovative way for young 
people to share their thoughts and feelings with their workers to young people, 
their foster carers and professionals.  Many young people in Kent are using the 
‘share my good news’ section of the app which allows them to share their success 
stories or good news with their worker which is conducive to better working 
relationships.  

KCC has recently received recognition from MOMO who have recently advised 
that Kent is now one of their top MOMO users in the country.
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6.30. Kent Cares Town Website - The ‘Kent Cares Town’ website is a resource for 
Children in Care to access a wealth of information around being in care and 
leaving care. The website was developed in 2012. 

Significant work has been undertaken in 17/18 to update and refresh and update 
the website and after consultation with all three Children in Care Councils and 
other young people who participated in focus groups, the new website is due for 
completion in September 2018. In response to the consultation, the new website 
will now comprise of 3 portals that holds information relevant to three age ranges: 

 Primary        
 Secondary
 Moving On 

Content for the website has been written and designed in conjunction with young 
people at focus groups and during Children in Care Council meetings. CIC and 
YCLs are involved in making blogs and vlogs for inclusion on the website.

6.31. CIC Newsletters - VSK apprentices create a junior and a senior newsletter 3 
times a year which is distributed to Children in Care, foster carers and colleagues 
and more recently have developed a newsletter for Post16 young people. They 
are an opportunity to promote some of the positive work that CiC and YCLs are 
involved in around the county and provide an update to all young people about the 
work of the Children in Care Councils.

6.32. Kent Pledge Cards 

Although the Kent Pledge is an important document a lot of Young People found it 
difficult to understand. Based on this feedback, the Participation Team was 
instrumental in working with the Communications Team to design a Young Person 
friendly version. This version takes the essence of the Kent Pledge and delivers it 
on a pack of eight cards which have been designed with Children and Young 
People in mind. Two sets of cards have been created to reflect the differing levels 
of understanding of Children and Young People. These cards are now readily 
available to Social Workers to pass onto any new into care children and young 
people.

In 2018 the Participation Team have worked to design a ‘easy-read’ version of the 
Kent Pledge to help ensure all children and young people have easy access to 
this document in a way that meets their needs.
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Other Communications – work has taken place to produce further literature in age 
appropriate formats and includes:

6.33. Coming into Care Information Leaflets  

                                                                       

6.34. YAC Life Hacks Booklet  

Recruitment and Selection:

The Participation Team has supported children and young people to be involved in the 
recruitment of senior officers such as Director posts and Social Workers. In the past year 
young people have participated in 46 interviews and 12 Skills to Foster sessions.  

6.35. The Recruit Crew – This group consists of children in care and Care Leavers who 
are eager to sit on recruitment panels.  To support young people to do this, the 
Participation Team with the support of Family Group Conferencing, runs regular 
Recruitment and Selection training.  

During 2018, 18 young people ranging from 14 to 20 years of age have attended. 
This training gives the young people a LASER accredited Level 2 qualification in 
‘Interviewing Skills for Service Users’.  During the day, the young people learn 
about why Kent County Council thinks young people’s involvement in the 
recruitment process is so important, what laws about equality and diversity mean 
for interviewing and employing new staff and the different kind of activities used to 
recruit staff. They also think about the skills new staff need, plan interview 
questions and take the role of interviewers in a mock interview.  Not only does this 
training and the young people’s subsequent participation in recruitment activities 
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greatly benefit Kent County Council, the young people also have an opportunity to 
learn some interview skills and techniques for themselves to take with them into 
their own interviews in the future.  

Work has also been undertaken to create a guide to ensure that young people are 
involved in the recruitment and selection process in a meaningful way.

6.36. Partnership Work – In 2017/18 we have had increased involvement of our Young 
People in recruiting to and training students at Canterbury Christ Church 
University and the University of Kent has ensured that young people are involved 
right from the beginning of a social workers journey.

Other Work Streams:

6.37. Locality/District Commitments - The Participation Team engages with 
Fostering, CIC Social Work teams, the IRO Service and partners across Kent to 
promote participation and engagement.  Projects like ‘Sense of Belonging’, ‘I’m 
Worth It’ and Production Training are bringing working closer together and it is 
anticipated that this joint working will continue to flourish.

6.38. VSK Annual Awards Ceremony - Each year, Virtual School Kent holds 2 Award 
Ceremonies to celebrate both the academic and wider achievements of children 
and young people in care, throughout the year under the following categories:

(a):  Outstanding or greatly improved academic achievement
(b):  Outstanding or greatly improved attitude or engagement in learning
(c):  Outstanding or greatly improved attendance
(d): Outstanding contribution to the School/College/Work Placement 
(supporting teacher or peers, school prefect/student council member, etc)
(e): Outstanding contribution to the community (voluntary work through 
community, after school activities, etc)
(d): Wider achievements of note (which could include achievement in 
placement)

As well as supporting the arranging of these 2 events, the Participation Team use 
the opportunity to present to the audience of young people, carers and 
professionals, information about what participation and engagement has been 
taking place throughout the year and increase awareness about the Children in 
Care Councils.

In 2018, the highest number of nominations have been received to date with more 
children and young people than ever being recognised for their efforts and 
achievements.

6.39. Buddying Support - Since the introduction of employing care experienced 
Apprentices, the team have offered an informal ‘buddying’ support to a small 
number of CIC where it has been risk assessed as safe and appropriate to do so. 
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This has been carried under the support and guidance of their line manager. 
Some areas where this has been particularly successful has been:

 Encouraging children on a one to one basis to engage with the work of the 
Children in Care Councils, therefore increasing membership and expanding 
the network of support around the child through engaging with their peers and 
developing friendships with others who may find themselves in similar 
situations.

 Meeting a child in a school setting to encourage them to participate in review 
meetings and be actively involved in their PEPs and school work.

 Meeting a child in their foster care placement for a general chat to show 
empathy, share relevant in care experiences and to encourage and motivate.

 A new initiative has been to meet child who is new in placement to help them 
‘personalise’ their bedroom so that they feel more at home. This has involved 
being given a budget to help a child shop for items for their bedroom to help 
them feel more at home.

In 2018, partly as a response to the success of these ‘buddying’ enterprises and 
the increase in the profile of the Apprentices, a lot more requests are being 
received for Apprentice support, and for them to act as a more formal ‘Mentor’ to 
children and young people. VSK are currently reviewing this and are exploring 
what additional training and support would be required to meet this request.

6.40. Training

In conjunction with the Fostering Service and a Practice Development Officer, 
VSK Apprentices are involved in the design and delivery of workshops focusing on 
improving Participation & Engagement. These are presented at an audience of 
social workers, IRO’s and foster carers. VSK Apprentices, CIC and Care Leavers 
are also involved in the ‘skills to foster’ training that is organised and facilitated by 
the fostering services. They are actively involved, and their views of prospective 
carers are taken into consideration by the assessing fostering social worker. In 
July 2018, the Participation Team worked in partnership with Fostering to update 
the young person’s involvement in the Skills to Foster process.

6.41. Influencing the Commissioning of Services

Formal and informal forums for children and young people to meet and inform 
service design and delivery are increasing. The groups have been consulted on a 
variety of topics including the 0-25 Accommodation Strategy and the creation of 
Transitions documentation for 16 to 18-year olds. 

YAC have been consulted on several occasions by the Care Leavers Service on 
the Local Offer which outlines the services for care leavers available within Kent.  
YAC have reviewed the different areas; housing and accommodation, managing 
finances, looking after mental and physical health, making friends and developing 
social relationships, work and education.
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Our Participation Support Assistant has been nominated as a ‘Commissioning 
Champion’ and uses her experiences and knowledge of the care system to 
support Commissioning and has recently assisted in the evaluation of the Young 
People Supported Accommodation tender. The same Participation Support 
Assistant also launched the new corporate Parenting Pledge page on KNET in 
October 2018, encouraging KCC staff and members to pledge offers to our 
children and young people in our care. 

Challenge Cards also allow young people to ‘Challenge’ the corporate parent on 
issues and areas of policy or social work practice they feel needs changing.  

6.42. Representation at Regional and National Initiatives

The VSK Participation Team represent KCC at a variety of regional and national 
initiatives such as Take Over Challenge Days, the Coram Voice Bright Spots 
Programme, Become Workshops and Events, APPG meetings, and various 
Children’s Commissioner Events.  Children and young people are always 
encouraged and supported to attend.
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7. Children in Care Pupil Premium Grant (PP+)
Pupil Premium Plus 2017/18:

Overview

7.01. The Virtual School Head Teacher continues to retain responsibility for the Pupil 
Premium+ Grant for Children in Care (CIC). KCC’s Vision and Priorities for 
Improvement challenges us to ‘Diminish the Difference’ and narrow the 
achievement gap between our CIC and all learners, also to support them with 
aspiring to the best progression opportunities. This is the focus for our use of PP+ 
for Kent CIC and so targets on electronic Personal Education Plans (ePEPs), 
resources, projects and initiatives always have this aim as a central focus.

7.02. The Virtual School Kent’s Pupil Premium Plus Policy outlines our role and 
responsibilities, along with procedures for making payments to schools in respect 
of ‘needs led’ funding to CIC. 

7.03. The payment of this funding to schools in the 2017/18 financial year was initially 
£900 per child in care paid in three £300 instalments in June 17, November 17 
and February 18. This payment was made in response to a full consultation with 
Head Teachers and ensures that the funding follows the child if they change 
schools. Additional funding, available at any time of the year, was provided 
according entirely to the needs of the child and as in previous years no maximum 
amount restriction was placed. The funding remained ring-fenced for making 
improvements for the educational attainment of all Children in Care.

7.04. The budget allocation was calculated via the March 2017 LAC Data Return 
(SSDA903) as set out in paragraph 10 of the conditions of grant and was based 
on £1,900 per child. Data within this section relates to the financial period April 
2017 – March 2018.

7.05. The final position for the 2017/18 budget allocation was £3,015,000; this was 
lower than VSK had been previously advised as the number of CIC had 
decreased primarily due to the reduction in number of Unaccompanied Asylum-
Seeking Children. Notification of an in-year adjustment of £366,700 came late in 
the financial year in February 18 and this pressure had to be managed to ensure 
that the overall budget position was held.

7.06. £3,045,238 was spent in 2017/18 – this sum included £376,000 from the Reserve 
Provision. The small overspend will managed utilising the 2018/19 provision.

Applications

7.07. In addition to the £900 allocation to each eligible CIC, the application process for 
additional required funding continued to be successfully managed online via the 
Target Section of ePEP with the number of online approved applications from 
schools standing at 1610 in 2017/18.

Spend Breakdown

7.08. In addition to online applications, a number of interventions and support 
programmes for citizen and unaccompanied asylum-seeking children were put into 
place directly by VSK as countywide or locality-based initiatives, equating to 
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£263,625 (9% of the total amount spent.) These initiatives have been directly 
commissioned by VSK and include literacy development programmes, maths 
support, educational psychology services, and speech and language support.

7.09. A total of £856,200 (28% of the budget) was paid directly to schools in respect of 
£900 per child in care on roll, a further £1,613,682 (53% of the budget) was paid 
out in funding applications that had been reviewed, approved and evaluated by 
VSK. £263,625 (9%) was spent on central initiatives and projects and a £308,300 
(10%) was spent directly on staffing and associated costs.

10%
9%

28%
53%

Staffing

Countywide Initiatives

Direct payment to schools

Applications from schools

2017/18 -
Spend Breakdown

7.10. Pupil Premium+ expenditure is broken down into spend per locality with the 
largest amount spent in East Kent. This is where the highest numbers of CIC 
continue to attend school and where a number of complex CIC reside due to the 
location of specialist care settings and foster placements.

20%

34%10%

11%

3%3%
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9% South Kent Total

East Kent Total

North Kent Total

West Kent Total

Medway

Out of Authority
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7.11. 1,303 Children in Care have the received direct payments instalments. Funding 
amounts for targeted interventions vary from large to small and are agreed fully on 
need.

7.12. The grant has been used, as in previous years for a wide range of interventions 
and activities including supporting a fostering placement stability programme, 
nurture groups, iPad lending libraries, life coaching, mindfulness projects, speech 
and language therapy, educational psychology support, therapy/counselling, 
paired reading projects and extracurricular activities.

7.13. Additional tuition is known to be an effective use of PP+; in particular for those in 
year 10 and 11 who are working towards their GCSE examinations. VSK has 
directly engaged tuition providers at a cost of £80,623. In addition to this schools 
have also commissioned additional tutoring through their own staff and agencies 
from the direct payment instalments they have received.

Early Years PP:

7.14. £300 for Children in Care in early years settings is paid to the early years provider 
in three instalments of £100. An example of this funding making a difference in a 
nursery setting is to deliver the Early Years Talk Boost programme to develop our 
young children in care’s speech and language. This programme helps develop 
early language skills that may need enhancing with the use of story sacks, small 
groups work and can help the nursery to identify Speech and Language (SAL) 
issues early.

7.15. £10,900 was paid to Early Years settings in 2016/17 in respect of 72 children.
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8. Priorities for 2018-19
8.01. Continuing drive on improving academic outcomes. Particular focus on KS4 where 

the biggest gap exists. 

8.02 Developing systems alongside the assessment changes that came in 2017 around 
Achievement and Progress 8 which includes the development and implementation 
of the one system Liberi PEP.

8.03. Relentless drive on securing opportunities to transition our young people from 
NEET to EET with a target of getting below 10%.

8.04. Particular focus on our young people who are placed Out of Authority (OOA) and 
Young people with SEND ensuring progression is maximised and drift is 
eradicated.

8.05. Development of an academic assessment tool to enable accurate profiling of need 
when a young person enters care.

8.06. Translating the positive work of Participation & Engagement into measurable 
impact outcomes i.e. “You said We did”, changes in Policy and changes in service 
delivery.

These developments will include: 

8.07. Developing local Children in Care groups - these groups are constantly 
developing and changing depending on the needs and views of our young people. 
We are aware that we need to ensure that we are being inclusive of all young 
people and aim to create more local groups that feed in to a central group during 
the coming year.

8.08. Further development of the junior element of the Children in Care Council with the 
aim of younger children becoming involved in the Participation & Engagement 
process. This will provide a forum for younger children to have their own say on 
issues around the care system, but in a less structured and formal environment.

8.09. Looking at ways to ensure that the views and opinions of Children in Care who 
live in other local authorities are heard. We are keen to improve our links with 
other local authority Participation Teams and have a ‘sharing of ideas and ways of 
working day’ with Surrey County Council. We are also working in partnership 
with our digital services team to look at ways of communication via social media.
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE Corporate Director for Children, Young People 
and Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 29 January 2019 

Subject: YOUNG PEOPLE MISSING FROM PLACEMENT

Classification: Unrestricted

Executive Summary

This report provides an analysis into the response of Kent County Council and its partner 
agencies when children who are Looked After go missing from care.

Introduction 

1.1 The vast majority of children in care do not have any missing episodes. The 
proportion of looked after children and young people that frequently go missing is 
small and there is a comprehensive multi-agency risk management response for 
these children.

1.2 A report was commissioned by the Corporate Parenting Panel to review the 
response of Kent County Council and its partner agencies when children who are 
looked after go missing from care.  Analysis was undertaken in November 2018 
and the results of relevant audits, working groups and policy changes have been 
brought together within this report. This analysis forms part of our annual 
reporting to the CPP and compliments the wider performance monitoring agenda 
for our Children in Care.

1.3 There continues to be a national focus on children that go missing. There were 
three joint targeted area inspections (JTAIs), carried out by Ofsted in the spring 
of 2018 that examined ‘the multi-agency response to child exploitation and 
children missing from home, care or education’. The results were released in 

Summary: This report provides an analysis into the response of Kent 
County Council and its partner agencies when children who 
are looked after go missing from care.  It looks at the 
enhanced services that are on offer to support risk 
management and the support provided to try and reduce the 
number of missing episodes for children and young people in 
our care.

Recommendation: The Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to NOTE Kent’s current 
position for Children in Care who go missing and the work being 
undertaken to better understand the circumstances that lead to 
missing episodes, alongside the steps being taken to mitigate 
risks as much as possible.
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November 2018 as an addendum to the 2016 report: ‘Time to listen – a joined up 
response to child sexual exploitation and missing children’.1

1.4 The report recognises that much has been done by agencies to address child 
sexual exploitation, but it calls for agencies not to underestimate the scale or 
level of risk posed by criminal exploitation of children and county lines. The report 
also comments that “family-focused services are not always appropriate for 
dealing with the exploitation of children outside of a family setting – agencies 
need to be flexible and respond quickly to changing risks”. KCC is in the process 
of developing a district-based multi-agency adolescent service, which will enable 
better understanding and identification of extra-familial risk. This model has been 
informed by a pilot run in Ashford in the first half of 2018, which successfully 
managed to reduce missing episodes for adolescents involved in the pilot.

1.5 The period reviewed in this report is 12 months from November 2017 to October 
2018. 

2 The Situation in Kent

2.1 Over the last 12 months (to the end of October 2018) the total number of children 
who are looked after has decreased by 9%.  The influx of UASC in 2015 had a 
significant impact on the number of looked after children in Kent; however, the 
number of UASC looked after children has been reducing since 2015 as these 
young people reach the age of 18 years and have moved into the Leaving Care 
Service. This has resulted in a 28% reduction in the number of UASC looked 
after children over the last year to 243 at the end of October 2018. The number of 
citizen looked after children has reduced by 5% over the last 12 months to 1,339. 

2.2 Kent’s performance for the outcomes and stability of our looked after children is 
generally good in comparison to other local authorities, nevertheless our focus 
and scrutiny around missing episodes and the risks associated with these is now 
firmly embedded in our operational practices and is updated and adapted in 
accordance with local and national learning.

2.3 When comparing the last 12 months to the previous year’s data, the number of 
looked after children that went missing in Kent has reduced from 380 to 367.

2.5 Kent routinely offers returner interviews to children that have gone missing. This 
helps to develop our understanding of why a child has gone missing from their 
point of view so that interventions can be tailored to their individual needs and 
ensure we listen to the voice of the child and learn from their feedback.

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/joint-inspections-of-child-sexual-exploitation-and-missing-children
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2.6 This report investigates whether there are any specific areas requiring further 
focus for children in care who go missing. The main aims are:

 To review whether current performance is consistent with, or improving on, 
historical performance;

 To investigate the risks factors associated with children that go missing; and
 To inform Corporate Parenting Panel of the current practice challenges.

3 Impact of Other Local Authority Activity

3.1 At the end of October 2018, Kent had 1,582 open looked after children cases 
including both citizen and UASC children. Other local authorities (OLAs) had 
1,347 children placed in Kent.

3.2 Kent liaises with other Local Authorities whose children go missing to advise of 
safeguarding risks and ensure that the Care Planning Regulations2 have been 
adhered to. 

3.3 Other Local Authority children have been excluded from further analysis as, once 
Kent has advised a child’s home local authority of any missing episodes, these 
should then be managed by the home local authority.  Kent does not have 
responsibility for conducting the return missing interviews for these children.

4 KCC’s Practice Response to Missing Children

4.1 KCC has a robust multi-agency response to children and young people that go 
missing. At the point of notification, a number of databases are cross-referenced 
(including Youth Justice, Children Missing Education and ‘Risk of Child Sexual 
Exploitation’ flags) to highlight any associated risks for that young person so that 
the level of response is appropriate. Where appropriate, risk assessments are 
conducted to ensure that there is a good plan to manage any risks and the right 
professionals can be involved.

4.2 Kent has a robust process for recording data related to missing children. With the 
single point of contact at the Front Door ensuring that all relevant databases are 
cross referenced at the point when missing notification is raised. This ensures 
that Children’s Services are made aware of all incidents relating to our looked 
after children. Combining this approach with the work that we have done with 

2 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/441643/Children_Act_Guidance
_2015.pdf
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care providers to improve reporting of missing episodes means that KCC has 
one of the most comprehensive missing datasets in the country.

5 Analysis Results

5.1  It is unusual for a Kent citizen child in care of to go missing. Between November 
2017 and October 2018, 85% of all KCC’s children in care did not have any 
missing episodes.

5.2 For the children in care that have gone missing at some point during the year, it 
is usually isolated incidents rather than a consistent pattern of going missing, 
which would be associated with a higher risk of exploitation. Of the 15% of 
looked after children that did go missing at some point during the year, 49% had 
only one or two missing episodes over the course of a year.

5.3 When comparing the last 12 months to the previous year, the number of UASC 
looked after children going missing at least once during the year has reduced by 
27%. This is due to the fact that the number of UASC looked after children has 
reduced by 28% over the same period.

5.4 There was a 4% increase in the number of citizen looked after children that went 
missing at least once during the year and the average number of episodes per 
young person has increased. This is primarily driven by a small number of young 
people that have gone missing numerous times. Between November 2017 and 
October 2018, 85% of looked after children didn’t have any missing episodes. 
Just 45 young people accounted for over half of all looked after children missing 
episodes (despite only being 1.9% of the looked after children cohort open during 
the year). This is similar to what has been seen in previous years. 
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5.5 The issue of young people who frequently go missing has been reviewed at the 
county group of children in care managers. It was agreed that all the young 
people who have had multiple episodes will be audited to ensure that robust 
plans are in place to mitigate risks. Many of these young people have had family 
group conferences to identify ways to reduce the need for them to go missing or 
to at least ensure their safety if they do. Kent is also engaging our partner 
agencies to help this specific group of vulnerable young people. Their details 
have been shared with their designated nurses, so that they can have a 
conversation at the young person’s health assessment about whether there is 
any additional support that could help and reduce risk.

5.4 As part of Ofsted’s report published in June 2017 from their inspection of 
children’s services, they commented that: “Arrangements for tracking missing 
unaccompanied asylum-seeking children are rigorous. A panel provides 
management oversight of those children who are missing, or at high risk of harm, 
to ensure that risks are understood and minimised when possible.” 

6  Returner Interviews

6.1 In line with national guidance, it is KCC’s policy that children should be offered a 
returner interview within 3 working days of them returning to their placement. 
This is not always possible if a child goes missing again within 3 working days of 
returning. Of those episodes where there was not a subsequent episode within 3 
working days, returner interviews are offered in 98% of episodes.

 
6.2 76% of the returner interviews completed for citizen looked after children 

occurred within the 3 working day timescale. The majority of the remainder are 
completed within a week – 94% are completed either on time or less than a week 
overdue.

6.3 Young people do, however, have the option to refuse a returner interview. The 
proportion of citizen looked after children wanting a returner interview has 
increased compared to last year to 77%.
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7  Reasons Why Citizen Looked After Children Go Missing

7.1 77% of citizen looked after children missing episodes have ‘seeking contact with 
family/friends/boyfriend/girlfriend’ as either a primary or secondary reason. This 
reason is almost 3 times as common as the next most significant reason. It has 
become an increasing feature in the reasons for being missing and SCS are 
working hard to ensure that arrangements are in place for children and young 
people to remain connected to their families wherever possible.

7.2 ‘Missing Family Group Conferences (FGCs)’ are being used for young people 
that frequently go missing. The use of Missing FGCs has been established since 
April 2017. Missing FGCs get all appropriate people around the child to help 
understand the reasons why the young person is going missing and to create a 
safety plan for the young person to prevent them from going missing or, if that 
fails, help them do it in a safe way. For those that had their Missing FGC prior to 
August 2018, the young people had a 39% reduction in the number of missing 
episodes in the 3 months after their FGC compared to the 3 months prior.

8 Risk Management for Young People that Go Missing

8.1 Children in care are some of the most vulnerable people in society due to their 
experiences of abuse, neglect and trauma which means that, if they go missing, 
it can leave them susceptible to further physical and sexual abuse, child 
trafficking or exploitation.

8.2  As a result, these issues are taken very seriously by Integrated Children’s 
Services and the Kent Safeguarding Children Board. An alert is sent to the 
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Directors for Integrated Children’s Services if a child is missing for more than 48 
hours or where an Assistant Director is concerned for any other reason. There is 
an effective multi-agency coordinated response and the interfaces are now well 
established between Social Workers, Missing Children Liaison Officers (MCLOs), 
the Child Sexual Exploitation Team (CSET) and the Missing Children Exploitation 
Team (MCET). 

8.3  In order to identify these risks, which are often concealed, it is vital that returner 
interviews remain meaningful. Good practice is constantly being reinforced to 
frontline staff through: supervision; dedicated Practice Development Officers; 
regular joint delivery of returner interview workshops with Kent police; and the 
new ‘CSE & Missing Newsletter’ that goes out to all Integrated Children’s 
Services staff.

9 Conclusion

   What’s Working Well?

9.1 Kent has a robust process and comprehensive practice response for children 
going missing. Our Missing procedures have recently been updated to take into 
account learning from local and National reviews and ensure that multi-agency 
practice is channelled through the CSET and MSET as appropriate. Data is used 
effectively to cross-reference multiple systems when a missing notification comes 
in, so that the social worker is aware of any other relevant factors. 

9.2 There is much evidence of collaborative working across agencies.  In a multi-
agency audit published by the Kent Safeguarding Children Board it was 
highlighted that engagement with young people was effective where 
professionals: planned their work together; were persistent and skilled in 
engaging with young people; and understood their specific needs and strengths 
as well as the impact of abuse and trauma.

9.3 Children are being routinely offered returner interviews in nearly all cases. There 
is evidence that the methodology underpinning Signs of Safety is being 
implemented and the tenacity and perseverance of professionals is evident 
throughout.

9.4 The proportion of children refusing returner interviews has reduced over the last 
year. Of the returner interviews that occur, 76% are completed within 3 working 
days, with further completion just outside of the 3-day timescale.

9.5 In line with recommendations from recent Joint Targeted Area Inspections work 
is underway with The Young Lives Foundation to engage young adults from our 
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leaving care service so that we can identify what we can do to make our 
response to missing episodes more effective particularly when responding to the 
small yet significant cohort who frequently go missing.

9.6 ‘Missing Family Group Conferences’ are successful in helping young people that 
frequently go missing by creating whole-family solutions to the reasons that they 
go missing.

What are We Worried About?

9.7 The average number of missing episodes per young person has increased.  This 
is due to a small number of young people that account for the majority of all 
missing episodes for children in care. The ‘missing plans’ to support these young 
people have been improved and are now being reviewed even more frequently.

 
9.8 Young people who frequently go missing are more likely to be putting themselves 

at risk of exploitation. Awareness around this issue is being firmly embedded 
within the frontline, to make sure they exercise their professional curiosity and 
ask the right questions to identify these issues.

  10 What additional support is being provided?

10.1 The response to missing children has been a continual focus for Integrated 
Children’s Services and the practice, processes and structures within the service 
and its partners are being continuously improved to ensure Kent’s children are 
being kept safe.

10.2 Those children that go missing most frequently are regularly reviewed at 
Adolescent Risk Management meetings and have missing plans to ensure they 
are kept as safe as possible.

10.3 All young people are offered an independent returner interview through the 
Young Lives Foundation offer. This has been extended to offer extra returner 
interviews outside of the 3 working day timescales in order to get a more general 
and considered view of why the young person is going missing and what could 
be done about it.

10.4 KCC’s lead officer for missing children met with the Head of the Care Leavers 
Service and the Young Lives Foundation to discuss creative responses for 
working with the children that go missing most frequently. These discussions 
included how to make returner interviews more meaningful and the benefits of 
working with young people when they are more stable. There has also been 
some work conducted with young people from the 18+ service that have 
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previously gone missing to understand from the factors that were important to 
them and what they experienced when they went missing. This will support 
learning in practice and our young people are much more likely to share their 
experiences, when they are older and more stable. 

10.4 The current Lifelong Links and Sense of Belonging projects are also likely to help 
young people who often go missing from care. The Lifelong Links project helps 
looked after children to have contact with appropriate members of their family to 
build positive long-term relationships. This will help reduce the need for these 
young people to run away to seek contact with their family. The Sense of 
Belonging project aims to improve placement stability through working with foster 
carers and young people at times of crisis, which should also reduce their desire 
to go missing.

11      Background documents: none 

12 Lead Officer
Stephen Fitzgerald
Assistant Director – South Kent  
03000 418894
Stephen.fitzgerald@kent.gov.uk

Relevant Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services (Social Work lead)
03000 416766
Sarah.hammond@kent.gov.uk

Recommendation:  The Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to NOTE Kent’s 
current position for Children in Care who go missing and the work being 
undertaken to better understand the circumstances that lead to missing episodes, 
alongside the steps being taken to mitigate risks as much as possible.
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Appendix 1: Missing Children’s Process Flow Chart

Figure 1: KSCB process flow chart for children missing from home or care
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People and 
Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 29 January 2019 

Subject: Life Stability Report for Children in Care

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with an overview of life stability for Kent 
children in care. It covers key areas of their lives which are impacted 
upon including placement stability, permanent arrangements for their 
care including fostering and adoption, education stability and social work 
retention. 

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the 
Life Stability report and actions being taken to improve placement 
stability for Kent children in care. 

1. Introduction. 

1.1 In April 2017, the Children’s Commissioner published the first Stability Index for Children 
in Care. This study focused on the importance of stability within children’s lives including 
their education, changes within their social worker and their overall experience and impact 
upon them of placement moves. The study found a clear link between instability in a 
placement, being associated with instability within school. The initial analysis of the data, 
also suggested that those children experiencing a change of placement or school, also had 
a higher likelihood of experiencing a change in Social Worker. Kent alongside other Local 
Authorities provided data for the report, to enable national and local comparison including 
with our statistical neighbours. 

2. Background

2.1 In October 2018, following the Stability Index update in April 2018, the Children’s 
Commissioner provided a more detailed analysis on Kent’s specific data, compared to 
national and statistical neighbours. In summary the data provided focused on three areas: 

2.2 Placement changes 

 13% of children had 2 or more placement changes in 2016/17; (10% nationally) 
 3% of children had 2 or more placement changes in both 2015/16 and 2016/17; (3% 

nationally) 
 27% of children had 2 or more placement changes over two years (2015/16 - 2016/17); (22% 

nationally) 
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 30% of children had 2 or more placement changes over three years (2014/15 - 2016/17); (30% 
nationally) 

2.3 School changes 

 9% of children had a mid-year school move in 2016/17; (10% nationally) 
 3% of children had at least one school move in both 2015/16 and 2016/17; (4% nationally) 

2.4 Social Worker changes 

 29% of children experienced 2 or more social worker changes in 2016/17; (26% nationally) 
 10% of children experienced 2 or more social worker changes in both 2015/16 and 2016/17 

(6% nationally) 

3. Life Stability for Children in Care

3.1 The report outlines the Kent position for placement stability and the work of the Corporate 
Parenting services to improve the life stability of our children and young people in care. It 
covers placement stability, Fostering and Adoption, Education and social worker recruitment 
and retention. 

4. Conclusions

4.1 There has been an overall improvement in placement stability over the last year, with some 
of the additional support starting to have an impact. Kent are performing well within reducing 
education moves, being under the national average. However, Kent are above the national 
average for over 2 placement moves for children and this will be the area of focus for 
improvement during 2019. There are plans to expand the Sense of Belonging Service, to be 
able to reach more foster carers and children and continue to improve our placement 
stability through additional support and with the aim to reduce placement moves.  

Recommendations

Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the Life Stability report for 
Children in Care and the actions to improve placement stability in Kent. 

5. Background documents

https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Childrens-
Commissioners-2018-Stability-Index-Technical-Report.pdf

6. Contact details

Lead Officer
Caroline Smith 
Interim Assistant Director of Corporate Parenting
03000 415 091
Caroline.Smith@kent.gov.uk 

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East 
(Social Work Lead)
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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 Section 1 

Introduction
In April 2017, Anne Longfield, Children’s Commissioner, published her report on the 
importance of stability for Children in Care.

Local Authorities were asked to provide data for the study, to produce a Technical Stability 
Index that was published in April 2018, detailing local and comparative national data for 
children in care. 

This is a long-term project, that introduced the Stability Index1 which covers children’s 
placement stability, educational school moves and changes in the children’s social worker. 
There is a clear link between placement instability and children then experiencing school 
instability. Some of these children will also experience a change in social worker, although 
repeated social worker instability is rare. 

This report details Kent’s position on placement stability and the work completed in the 
Corporate Parenting Services since the publication of the Stability Index. 

Overview of Placement Stability 2

Kent Fostering and Placement Stability 4

Adoption including Foster to Adopt 8

Education Stability 15

Social Worker Staff Recruitment and Retention 18

1 https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Childrens-Commissioners-2018-Stability-
Index-Technical-Report.pdf
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Section 2
Overview of Placement Stability

Below outlines information on the figures of children and young people with more than 1 
placement over a 3-year period compared to the figures of our statistical neighbours.

Council 2016 2017 2018
Nottinghamshire 11.00 4.00 4.00
Essex 10.00 7.00 7.00
Lancashire 8.00 8.00 10.00
Staffordshire 12.00 10.00 11.00
Northamptonshire 13.00 11.00 11.00
Swindon 11.00 12.00 12.00
West Sussex 11.00 12.00 14.00
Kent 13.00 13.00 12.00
East Sussex 11.00 14.00 11.00
Worcestershire 11.00 14.00 15.00
Warwickshire 14.00 15.00 11.00
Statistical neighbours 11.20 10.70 10.60
South East 12.00 12.00 12.00
England 10.00 10.00 10.00

Methodology

The indicators are calculated by dividing the number of children and young people in care 
at 31 March 2018 with 3 or more placements over the course of the year by the total 
number of children and young people in care at 31 March 2018. Any placements that were 
already open on 1 April 2017 at the beginning of the year and any way which were open on 
31 March 2018 at the end of the year are included in this information. 

Where a child or young person is subsequently placed for adoption with their existing foster 
carers, then this is not counted as a placement change indicator. The below shows our 
quarterly performance against target.
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Below outlines the percentage of children and young people in care that stay in the same 
placement for at least 2-years or are placed for adoption and their adoptive placement 
together with their previous placement lasts for at least 2-years.

Council 2016 2017 2018
Warwickshire 58.00 58.00 66.00
Northamptonshire 55.00 63.00 68.00
Kent 69.00 69.00 68.00
Swindon 61.00 70.00 61.00
Worcestershire 72.00 70.00 69.00
Staffordshire 64.00 70.00 74.00
Essex 67.00 71.00 72.00
East Sussex 65.00 71.00 71.00
Lancashire 71.00 76.00 74.00
West Sussex 73.00 77.00 70.00
Nottinghamshire 72.00 82.00 90.00
Statistical neighbours 65.80 70.80 71.50
South East 67.00 68.00 68.00
England 68.00 70.00 70.00

Methodology

A child or young person is included as having been in care for at least 2.5-years if the time 
between entering care and 31 March 2018 is 913-days or more.

A child or young person is included as having been in their current placement for at least 2-
years if the time between the placement starting and 31 March 2018 is 730-days or more.

Where a child or young person is subsequently placed for adoption with their existing foster 
carers, then this is not counted as a placement change indicator.  The below shows our 
quarterly performance against target.
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Section 3

Kent Fostering and Placement Stability
Children and young people entering our care have experienced trauma and therefore are 
likely to present with some behavioural challenges. Considering this, recruiting and 
retaining foster carers who can manage our children and young people’s care and improve 
placement stability requires increasing support packages and training for fostering 
households. 

Our fostering service have sought foster carers views through surveys and open forums to 
work collaboratively with foster carers and staff members to deliver a service that will 
support our foster carers resilience to enable relationships to be sustained and permanency 
to be achieved for our children and young people in care.

There have been several initiatives developed by the Kent Fostering Service over the last 
2-years to improve placement stability and reduce the number of placement moves for 
children. These include the Sense of Belonging service, a comprehensive training package, 
specialist support groups, developing and rewarding good practice.

Sense of Belonging Service

Our Sense of Belonging service supports foster carers and professionals in the network at 
times of crisis and when the placement is at risk of disruption to deescalate the issue and 
thereby improve placement stability. Foster carers have access to clinical psychology 
support within 48 hours of making a referral and the service have received 107 referrals for 
children in the first year. (September 2017-September 2018). The service also provides 
emergency consultations for Social Workers and Foster Carers, undertaking 176 
consultations in the first year. 

The service is currently a small team, comprised of a Clinical Psychologist, one part time 
Senior Practitioner and two Social Work Assistants who are able to provide direct work with 
children and their carers. The team provide support to foster carers in understanding the 
meaning of their child or young person’s behaviour and consider what may help to manage 
the behaviour and sustain their relationship. Where a child or young person has had 
multiple placement moves, the service provides support around transition and placement 
planning. The team work alongside Early Help professionals, to provide residential breaks 
at the Swattenden centre and Bewl Water, for children to build their self esteem and to 
enable foster carers to have a break. 

Although the service has been running for less than one year, it is already evident that it is 
having a significant positive impact on placement stability and in developing a “mentalising” 
approach within the network. This service provides training, support, consultation and 
access to clinical psychology intervention.
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Helping our foster carers feel more supported by their network allows a focus on the 
importance of foster carer well-being, and the ways in which this can support the placement 
and maintain relationships. There is evidence that bringing a mentalising focus to foster 
carers increases their sense of competence and leads to greater stability of placements. 
For the children and young people, having the opportunity to access residential activity 
breaks, where they can try new activities and be alongside their peers, has been of 
significant benefit. Several of the children that accessed residential breaks in 2017/18 have 
now gone on to achieve permanent placements with their foster carers. 

Fostering Changes Programme for Foster Carers

Kent Fostering have increased its delivery of a programme of training to support foster 
carers in managing challenging behaviour. The Fostering Changes programme is 
behaviourally based and derives from research into parenting skills, attachment, 
educational attainment and the academic progression of children and young people who 
are in foster care. This course provides foster carers with the practical skills in behaviour 
identification and management that will support the longevity and stability of placements 
and make a significant difference to a child or young person’s life.

Recruitment and Recruitment of Foster Carers offering Permanency 

The recruitment and retention of foster carers is a continual challenge locally and nationally, 
our fostering service are competing with a high number of independent fostering agencies 
within the county.

To promote being a Kent foster carer, we have implemented new branding and recruitment 
images, initially implemented in September 2016 these have been further updated with an 
increased focus on the use of social media and short films, including Facebook and Twitter.  
Kent Fostering have achieved a greater presence within the local community, through our 
banners and regular Information Events. 

The recruitment of foster carers offering permanency has increased alongside a greater 
understanding and commitment to Staying Put which has enabled young people to remain 
with their foster carers when they reach 18. Good placement stability is recognised and 
rewarded across the county through the annual foster carers award ceremony. The 
nominations for commending foster carer practice including permanency reached over 120 
in 2018 alone.

Fostering Review Team

The fostering review team have been in place since September 2016, senior practitioners in 
this team have taken on the chairing of foster carer reviews to give independence and 
consistency to the review process, with clear recommendations. There is clearly more of a 
focus on outcomes for our children and young people within the review period and feedback 
on foster carers practice, alongside their development and training needs for the year 
ahead to improve quality of practice and increase placement stability. 
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Earlier Permanency Planning 

The permanency planning meeting is convened at the earliest appropriate opportunity 
according to the circumstances of the case and all staff are required to complete the on-line 
training on Care Planning and Permanency. 

Permanency planning meetings must be informed by thorough sibling assessments from 
the outset. For foster carers where children or young people with complex needs are placed 
together as siblings, there should be a package of support to ensure foster carers are able 
to provide permanent care and prevent any risk of disruption.

Future Initiatives

Kent Fostering has made significant progress in improving our placement stability for 
children but there are further areas for improvement. Further initiatives currently being 
progressed include:

Assessment bed scheme Young people being placed in our emergency beds are 
particularly vulnerable to placement moves. The in-house 
assessment bed scheme is designed to provide an in-depth 
multi-agency assessment in order that the child or young 
person’s placement needs can be better understood and 
enable time for a matched placement to be identified.

Children and young people eligible for the scheme would be 
those where placement finding is anticipated to be 
exceptionally difficult due to identified and presenting complex 
needs and where they have experienced or are likely to 
experience multiple placement moves. 

The child or young person’s social worker, foster carer, 
fostering support worker, early help, Virtual School Kent, 
lifelong links, Independent Review Officer and the looked after 
children nurse will all contribute to the assessment and 
support package. 

Payment for skills A new payment for skills structure will be introduced in 2019 
with the aim to improve foster carer retention. The proposal is 
for experience and good practice to be rewarded, alongside 
professional qualifications. 

This will enable the service to engage foster carers in 
additional tasks to promote the service, for example; 
recruitment, training, practice development, mentoring, 
supporting other foster carers, promoting placement stability 
and carer retention. 
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Reflective fostering 
programme

Kent Fostering are taking part in a research programme that 
will train our staff members and foster carers to deliver the 
reflective fostering programme.

This is a new group-based programme aiming to support 
foster carers with children aged 4-11 who are experiencing 
some difficulties or challenges. 

Throughout the programme, psycho-educational discussions, 
games, exercises and work sheets are used to support foster 
carers in order to help them build more supportive 
relationships with the children and young people in their care 
and improve outcomes.
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Section 4
Adoption and Placement Stability

The information laid out below provides an overview of the amount of our children and 
young people in care who have been involved in the adoption process over 5-years. This 
information covers period 2013-2018.

Indicator 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18
ADM Best interest decisions 179 93 111 118 112
Placement orders 164 79 90 92 86
Matches approved 172 145 84 89 107
Children placed 170 143 89 84 107
Adoption orders granted 145 182 108 80 104

There were 104 adoption orders granted by Kent County Council in 2017-2018. This was a 
30% increase in comparison to the data from 2016-2017, despite a national reduction. This 
data includes 2 relinquished babies in 2017-2018, with no placement orders, compared to 4 
in 2016-2017.

2 The above data shows a visualised explanation of the adoption figures from 2011-2017. 
The national picture saw a decline in adoptions, as have Kent County Council. In contrast, 
the number of children and young people awaiting an adoption placement has reduced.

2 Source: SFR Local Authority Table LAE1 available at https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/children-
looked-after-in-england-including-adoption-2016-to-2017
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22 children and young people in Kent were awaiting with a placement order and were not 
yet placed with an adoptive family as of 31 March 2018, this is compared with 38 on 31 
March 2017; although none were waiting longer than 18-months.

Although the children and young people were identified as not placed, several of these 
children and young people were formally matched with adopters, and positive links with 
prospective adopters were being pursued for most of the remaining children and young 
people with active searchers in the process for the few who had no potential adoptive family 
identified; this included identifying families out of Kent through voluntary adoption agencies, 
other local authorities and ensuring all national search mechanisms were utilised.

Kent County Council have consistently been amongst the highest local authorities in 
achieving significant adoption orders, this excludes unaccompanied asylum-seeking 
children and young people. During 2016-2017 Kent County Council was joint 5th of all 
authorities in England, but Kent County Council’s 2017-2018 figure would have put Kent 
County Council 2nd only to Birmingham3.

The graph shown below outlines in 2017-2018 the percentage of children and young people 
leaving care due to adoption was 17.4%, excluding unaccompanied asylum-seeking 
children and young people. This would place Kent County Council higher than the England 
and South East average results for the year. 

(The national data above shows 6% of Kent children cease to be looked after through adoption, as 
this figure includes unaccompanied asylum children. Excluding UASC the figure would be 17.4%)

3 Department for Education (2017). Statistical First Release Local Authority Tables. Online, available at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/children-looked-after-in-england-including-adoption-2016-to-2017 
(accessed 23-Jul-2018)
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1. Between 1 April 2014 and 31 March 2018, a total of 474 adoption orders were granted 
in respect of Kent County Council’s children and young people in care. Considering 
these children and young people, only 2 returned into Kent County Council’s care.

2. Meantime during 1 April 2014 and 31 March 2018, 423 children and young people were 
placed for adoption and 14 of these children and young people experienced a pre-
adoption placement disruption. 

Four of these children and young people were later placed for adoption with other 
adoptive parents and are now legally adopted and included in the above data.

3. Between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 2018, 2 of the 107 placements made, both of 
which were sibling groups of 2-children, experienced a placement disruption.  
Considering this, a sibling went on to be placed with other adoptive parents.

4. Research, Randall 20134, studied 328 children and young people placed for adoption 
from 2001-2011 and found that 12 children and young people experienced placement 
disruption pre-order with a 95% confidence interval of 1.6% to 5.8%.

Kent County Council’s figures are consistent with the figure for the Voluntary Adoption 
Agency used in this research. 

Foster to Adopt

The Department for Education’s Statutory Guidance on Adoption, 2013 outlined the benefits 
of fostering for adoption. Its states” (FfA) is about those cases where a child is placed with 
carers who are both approved adopters and approved foster carers. It is a fostering 
placement under the Children Act 1989 but which may lead to adoption by those foster 
carers, where it is decided that adoption is the plan for the child and either the court agrees 
to make a placement order, or parental consent to adoption is given.

The advantage of this type of placement is that the child will be able to be placed much 
earlier with foster carers who are likely to go on to become the child’s adoptive family. 
There is substantial evidence of the serious long-term effects on children, especially those 
under-two who from birth did not receive sensitive, committed and stable care from their 
primary carer.”

The Kent Foster to adopt scheme is specifically for children under two, who are placed into 
foster care due to serious safeguarding concerns and the Local Authorities plan is most 
likely to be adoption.  The scheme is also sometimes used for babies whom their parents 
have relinquished and request their child is adopted. The foster to adopt carers are 
approved adopters but also approved foster carers. 

4 Randall, J. (2013). Failing to settle: a decade of disruptions in a voluntary adoption agency in placements 
made between 2001 and 2011. Adoption & Fostering, 188-199.
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This means that the child can be placed with them as soon as child is placed into foster 
care.  The carers look after the child during the court proceedings and fulfil all the statutory 
duties and requirements of a foster carer; this includes taking the child to and from contact 
with parents.  The carers hope that the child will remain in their care, however, understand 
that the court will make the decision about the child’s future and that the parents remain 
under assessment.  

A child placed in a foster to adopt placement receives excellent, consistent care and can 
develop a secure attachment to the carers who will adopt the child if the court decide 
adoption is the plan.  A key aim of all those involved is securing permanence for children is 
to place children in their potentially permanent placement at the earliest possible stage. 

Foster to adopt protects children from experiencing multiple moves within the care system; 
a child placed in a mainstream foster placement would then need to move to the adoptive 
placement once the court had made the final decision.  A foster to adopt placement is also 
used when a parent and child placement ends before the care proceedings have concluded 
to avoid additional moves for the child.

Kent Adoption Service also uses fostering for adoption to avoid additional foster placement 
moves for children who experience a placement breakdown and have adoption plans.  
Often this might be towards the end of care proceedings.  Careful consideration is given to 
identify a suitable adopter for the child and then the adopter is specifically approved to 
foster the child.  This results in the child being able to move directly to the potential 
permanent carer, rather than needing to be moved to an additional foster placement waiting 
until the final adoption plan decision is made.   
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To date there have been 44 foster to adopt placements made in Kent, 26 using Care 
Planning, Placement and Case Review (England) Regulations 25A (2010) and 18 through 
the Dual Approval Panel which became functional in January 2017. Kent Adoption Service 
subscribes to the Coram Early Permanence Network Scheme.

Kent County Council provides additional foster to adopt training for prospective carers within 
the stage two assessment process and holds a monthly support group for foster to adopt 
carers. The service provides training for social workers across Kent and has raised 
awareness with partner agencies including health, social care, Children and Family Court 
Advisory and Support Service (CAFCASS) and as stated above the judiciary.

Post Adoption Support

Kent County Council are committed to supporting adopted children, young people and their 
families beyond the granting of the adoption order to support the stability of their family life, 
health and wellbeing.

Adopted children and young people have experienced loss, separation and trauma. 
Considering this, they very often continue to present as requiring additional support from 
their adoptive parents. This support may be provided directly to the child or young person, 
or indirectly by enabling the adoptive parents to provide them with the necessary support 
they require.

Our adoption service have a bespoke post adoption team within a partnership arrangement 
with Coram. This team are multi-disciplinary and are based on a recognition that adopters 
and adopted children and young people require in-house timely skilled clinical and social 
work expertise.
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The approach was developed in conjunction with adopters and the Tavistock and Portman 
NHS Trust. It consists of:

1. 1x Social Work Team Manager;
2. 1x Clinical Lead;
3. 4x Clinical Therapists;
4. 3x Social Workers.

Our post adoption support team undertake post adoption support assessment and 
considering the result and any identified required needs can access government funding on 
behalf of families to support their therapeutic requirements.

The adoption support fund provides funds to local authorities and regional adoption 
agencies to pay for essential therapeutic services for eligible adoptive and special 
guardianship order families.

Post Adoption Support Officer

Our post adoption support team provide a range of services that includes; individualised 
support packages and group work directly to adopted children and young people and their 
families.

The interventions that are provided can help to bring a deeper understanding to young 
people’s state of mind, mental health and wellbeing; and to support adoptive parents in 
parenting their children to bring out their social and emotional development.

During 01 April 2017 and 31 March 2018, 294 families requested post adoption support. A 
post adoption assessment was complete and 178 of these requests resulted in the 
provision of support5. The remaining adoptive families in this figure that had requested for 
support were signposted to more appropriate sources of support or their request was 
resolved within the initial consultation.

Our post adoption support team provided support to 325 families during the year. Of this, 92 
families were funded by Kent County Council and 233 were funded by another route, this 
includes the adoption support fund.

The range of individual support packages that were offered include:

1. Support and advice line Provision of information, advice and guidance to adopters 
and professionals.

2. Family support A post adoption support assessment would be carried out 

5 7 assessments were still in the process of being carried out at 31 March 2018.
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and a support plan would be implemented.

3. Guidance and lessons The post adoption support team can offer therapeutic 
parenting sessions and systemic family therapy.

4. Education and life story 
support

The post adoption support team can offer family support 
with a focus on education and therapeutic life story work.

5. Theraplay Families can access Theraplay which is child and family 
therapy for building and enhancing attachment, self-
esteem and trust in others.

The range of group workshops that were offered include:

1. Incredible years 
parenting programme

This is aimed for adoptive parents with children under the 
age of 9-years.

2. STOP parenting This is aimed for adoptive parents with adolescents. 

3. Parenting programme The development of this programme is currently on-going. 
However, this is specifically geared for adoptive parents 
with autistic children and young people and was piloted in 
March 2017 and was led by a post adoption support team 
clinician and a Kent County Council educational 
representative. This is an attachment-based course. 
Considering this, its benefits being provided from a 
clinician.

4. Intensive adoptive 
parent support groups

The development of this programme is currently on-going 
and currently consists of 2-groups in East and West Kent. 
This programme is facilitated by clinical staff with each 
programme running for 8-weeks consistent of 2-hours.

5. Learning and 
development 
programme

This programme is aimed for adoptive parents and their 
families.

This is a rolling programme that begins in September and 
ends the following July each year.

6. Adoption service 
conference

This programme primarily focused on trauma informed 
therapeutic interventions.

This programme was held on 23 March 2018 and was 
attended by 90 adoptive parents and 96 professionals that 
included; senior managers, social workers, teachers and 
educational representatives.

7. Mentoring scheme This scheme focuses on supporting adopters in early 
placement by linking them to an experienced Kent 
adopter. Learning is currently being incorporated into the 
continuous development of the scheme.
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8. Young people’s 
participation group

This group focuses on strengthening adoptive children and 
young people’s voices.

9. Younger children’s 
participation group

This group has been live since September 2017 showing 
great feedback. This group has seen 6 successful social 
events for children.

10. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 
and Transgender 
(LGBT) family group

This group was developed in November 2017 and aims to 
support LGBT children and young people and their 
adoptive parents with a supportive group and social 
activity.

11. Parent led support 
groups

The post adoption support team are currently developing 
links with adoptive parents who feel able to lead a support 
group for adopters within their community. 

The plan of this group is that the group leaders will then sit 
as members of the adoption advisory board.
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Section 5
Educational Stability

A key priority for Virtual School Kent is to minimise the number of children and young 
people in care experiencing a school move outside of the usual transition periods. For 
example; from primary to secondary school.

It is well-evidenced through research that school placement stability is an important 
indicator in educational success. Considering this, Virtual School Kent place an emphasis 
on achieving stability through several approaches that include; training, interventions and 
initiatives.

It is essential that this focus includes robust work with our Corporate Parenting partners as 
placement breakdown is one of the most frequent reasons for an unplanned school move. 
We recognise that school moves can also contribute to placement stress and instability.

Another significant drive that Virtual School Kent are currently investigating is for Virtual 
School Kent to build capacity in schools, providers and colleagues to manage the complex 
needs of our children and young people in care, this often includes special educational 
needs, so that risk of exclusion is reduced and their social, emotional and mental health is 
well supported with the outcome of reduced need for school moves due to challenging 
behaviours.

The Stability Index 2018 Report indicated that only 8.7% of our children and young people 
in care had to undertake a mid-year school move in 2016-2017 in comparison to our 
statistical neighbours of 11.7% and the national average at 10.5%.

Considering repeated school moves, the Stability Index 2018 Report indicated that in 2016-
2017 only 3.1% of our children and young people in care had repeated school moves in 
comparison to our statistical neighbours of 4.8% and the national average at 4.2%.

Our initiatives to increase school and placement stability are shown below:

1. Regular training with newly 
qualified social workers

Virtual School Kent undertake regular training with 
newly qualified social workers so that there is a joint 
understanding across social care professionals of the 
importance of placement and school stability on 
educational outcomes for our children and young 
people in care.

2. Regular training through the 
year for designated teachers 
for children and young 
people in care

Virtual School Kent implement regular training 
through the year for designated teachers of children 
and young people in care, including previously looked 
after, and this includes sections on local and county 
Virtual School Kent initiatives to build capacity and 
reduce the risk of exclusions which potentially would 
lead to in year and repeated school moves.

3. Attachment training Virtual School Kent deliver attachment training to 
schools across the county to promote awareness and 
understanding to enable a toolkit of strategies to be 
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developed in their own setting so that inclusion of 
children and young people in care can be enhanced.

4. Solihull children and young 
people in care training

Virtual School Kent deliver this across the county in 
collaboration with CAMHS for multi-agency 
professionals supporting children and young people 
who are fostered or adopted.

The children and young people in care Solihull 
training is a behavioural and psycho-dynamic 
approach with the aim of building professionals’ 
capacity to support our vulnerable children and young 
people, including the network that surrounds them. 

5. Nurture group The Virtual School Kent nurture group has now been 
running for a full academic year and aims to support 
schools to build their own nurture group by providing 
them with accredited training and ongoing support 
from qualified Virtual School Kent staff.

The concept of this group is to build capacity within 
schools to work increasingly preventatively by 
preventing moves and exclusions for our children and 
young people which may result in school moves or 
recurrent school moves.

6. Emotional and mental health 
project

This project is county wide and the first strand aimed 
at training schools, primarily focusing on secondary 
schools, to support inclusion of the complex 
emotional needs of our children and young people, 
including children and young people with a care 
background, for school stability is promoted through 
increased understanding of attachment and trauma, 
and a toolkit of supporting strategies; for example, 
emotion coaching.

The concept includes developing a school in each 
area of Kent to be a hub in emotions and mental 
health for children and young people in care. 
Currently 5 schools are working alongside us with 
this.

7. Paired reading Virtual School Kent have been expanding the paired 
reading project across the county as the outcomes 
from the previous 2-years have indicated excellent 
progress in raising standards of reading for our 
children and young people.

This is a joint approach with Kent Educational 
Psychology Service along with each Virtual School 
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Kent locality team and involves close working with 
foster carers to implement this.

8. Fostering champions This project aims to build on this joined up work 
further by enhancing the training of foster carers in 
education so that there is an increased parental 
engagement aiming for outcomes in attainment and 
progress as well as stability for our children and 
young people.

9. Times tables rock stars 
project

This project will take place in North and West Kent 
and focuses on joint working through foster carer 
workshops to increase parental engagement and 
enjoyment in maths achievement. 

This would be whilst enhancing the foster carers child 
relationship. The aim is to up-scale this project over 
the next academic year so there is increased 
coverage across the county.

10. Strive to thrive A Virtual School Kent locality team worked with 
schools to take place in this programme which is 
based on cognitive behavioural therapy and positive 
psychology tools and techniques.

This programme is targeted for the adolescent cohort 
where there are common themes and patterns which 
can negatively affect the success of our children and 
young people in school and can lead to school moves 
or exclusions.

11. Gang awareness This is in partnership with an external provider to 
deliver specialist training to schools on raising 
awareness of gang related issues that could likely 
impact on our children and young people, their 
schools and communities.
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Section 6
Social Worker Staff Recruitment and Retention

Kent County Council offers experienced children’s social workers the following market 
premium package to recruit and retain staff:

1. The golden hello This consists of a £3,000.00 payment, this is required to be 
repaid if they leave Kent County Council employment within 2-
years.

2. Car market premium This consists of a £2,000.00 payment.

3. Annual retention This consists of a £3,000.00 payment.

4. Service related 
market premium

This consists of a £2,000.00 payment that is payable in years 
3-5 of employment with Kent County Council.

Alongside our market premium package, Kent County Council offer extensive training and 
development opportunities endeavouring to ‘grow their own’. This will be bought into offering 
under the Social Work Academy. The programmes include but are not limited to; step-up to 
Social Work and Aspiring Team Managers.

Kent County Council are continuing to develop the Kent and Medway Teaching 
Partnerships to further develop the offer of Social Work Qualifications and Post Qualifying 
Practitioner Programmes.

The most recent national data collection published by the Department for Education in 
February 2018 shows Kent County Council’s children’s social worker turnover at 8.8% in 
comparison to the South East regions retention of 12.5% and national rate of 15%.

The above comparison provides a positive outlook on the success of the recent and 
ongoing interventions that Kent County Council are developing to ensure the retention and 
continued positive recruitment of experienced social workers.

Kent are currently working with Adult services on developing a Social Worker Academy to 
enhance our offer to social workers and assist both our recruitment and retention. 
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